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Abstract
These essays are concerned with the problem of cooperation among individuals in a household
and among households in a community under lack of commitment. The first chapter provides a
theoretical investigation of consumption patterns in a household in which income is stochastic and
some expenditures are public to household members. It is shown that in the constrained efficient
agreement, private expenditures of household members do not necessarily co-move, as they do in
both the first-best agreement and the constrained efficent agreement when all expenditures are
private. In particular, the absence of co-movement of private expenditures in the household do
not necessarily imply the absence of mutual insurance; and, indeed, negative correlation in private
expenditures can be consistent with a cooperative agreement. These results indicate that caution
should be used in interpreting the correlation of private expenditures of household members as a
measure of cooperation and mutual insurance within the household.
Chapter two investigates the effect of lack of commitment on household savings in a constrained
efficient mutual insurance agreement among different households. It is shown that a saving rule is
part of the agreement if and only if risk aversion changes with wealth. If not, no gains can be had
from contracting on savings. Under reasonable assumptions about risk preferences, the constrained
efficient agreement tends to depress savings to a greater extent for poorer individuals than for
richer individuals, thus increasing inequality in consumption and wealth over time relative to the
case where savings are not contracted.
Chapter three (co-authored with Harounan Kazianga) provides evidence, using a survey of
agricultural households in Burkina Faso, that plots owned by the head of the household is farmed
much more intensively than plots, with similar characteristics and planted to the same crops, owned
by other household members (of both genders). As in previous studies, this evidence is inconsistent
with the assumption of Pareto efficiency in household decisions, but additionally suggests that status
within the household rather than gender per se may be the most important factor in determining the
allocation of productive resources within the household. We argue that the higher yields achieved
by the household head may be explained in terms of social norms that require him to spend the
earnings from some farms under his control exclusively on household public goods, as has been
observed in the anthropological literature on this region.
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Chapter 1
A Theory of Intra-household
Bargaining with Limited
Commitment and Public Goods
1.1 Introduction
It is well recognised in the economics literature that public goods play an important role within the
household 1 . Members of a household are bound together by their emotional attachments to one
another and the close physical proximity in which they live. We are hard-pressed to find examples
of such cohesiveness in any other social organisation in the modern economy. Within a family, an
important example of public goods are child-related expenditures, which would affect the well-being
of both parents. And the satisfaction that parents derive from providing for their children arguably
has no equivalent in society. Moreover, members of a household, by definition, live and eat together;
such that many of the things they use or consume are inevitably shared among them - a roof, a
water faucet, a latrine, and so on - to an extent not seen anywhere else in society. Therefore, it
seems reasonable to assert that in terms of the share of total expenditures that are 'public' among
its members, the household ranks higher than any other social organisation, and that this marks a
crucial difference between the household and other types of social groups.
Recent empirical studies provide considerable evidence of inefficiency in intra-household alloca-
tion; and this has increasingly brought attention to the possibility of 'limited commitment' within
the household 2. Broadly, the term relates to the idea that if there are limited means to enforce
'See, for example, a survey in Bergstrom (1995) and Deaton (1997).
2For example, Duflo and Udry (2003), Goldstein (2002) and Dercon and Krishnan (2000) find, for different parts of
Africa, that men and women living in the same household do not fully share risk. Duflo and Udry (2003) suggest that
their results may be explained by limited commitment. Udry (1996) finds evidence of inefficiency in the allocation fo
a cooperative agreement among a group of individuals, then this also places limits on what in-
dividuals can commit to do in such an agreement. For the most part, the literature on limited
commitment has worked with the assumption that all consumption is private. This assumption
may be reasonably accurate in the context of informal insurance between separate households in a
village. However, it becomes highly questionable when the object is to understand behaviour within
households. Given the importance of public goods in the latter case, it is important to answer the
question whether the presence or absence of public goods makes any important qualitative differ-
ences in a model of limited commitment, a question that has not been considered in the literature
thus far.
This paper demonstrates that the answer is yes for a reason that is simple and intuitive. Co-
movement in consumption is a fundamental feature of full insurance, and of partial insurance under
limited commitment when all consumption is private3 . However, we show that if public goods
are present in a household characterised by limited commitment, co-movement in the (private)
consumption of household members is not a necessary feature of intra-household insurance. In
particular, some household members may experience an increase in private consumption when
the household suffers an adverse income shock (henceforth, we refer to this result as 'perverse'
insurance).
To understand the intuition behind this result, consider the following story. In a rural household,
a husband and a wife farm on separate plots of land. They face idiosyncratic risks, so that there is
scope for mutual insurance between them. However, because of lack of commitment, they cannot
insure each other fully. If all consumption within the household is private, we would observe co-
movement in the couple's consumption but a shock to one's own income would have a larger effect
on one's own consumption than a shock to the spouse's income. This is the result obtained from
the standard model of limited commitment (where all consumption is private).
Now suppose that the couple has children, and any child-related expenditures provide utility
to both parents. One year, when the wife has had a particularly bad shock, and the husband is
unwilling to provide her full insurance, she cannot feed the children as well as usual. The husband
is upset at this for he too cares about the well-being of the children. So as to compensate him, the
wife accepts that he would not have to spend money to pave the path to the homestead as they had
originally agreed. Thus, he would have more to spend at the local bar this year although the wife
has just had a bad shock. Co-movement in consumption has broken down, although the couple is
still engaged in a cooperative agreement. It is possible to compensate the husband in this manner
because, in a pareto efficient allocation, it must be that his marginal utility from expenditure on
private goods is always higher than that on public goods.
This result implies that the absence of co-movement in private consumption shoud not be inter-
productive resources across farm plots owned by the same household.
:3Diamond (1967) and Wilson (1968) derive the result for the full insurance model. Kocherlakota (1996) obtains
the result for efficient risk-sharing in an environment with limited commitment and no public goods.
preted as the absence of intra-household insurance, and furthermore that a negative correlation in
the private consumption of household members can still be consistent with a cooperative agreement.
Some evidence of such negative correlation exists in the empirical literature. Goldstein (2002) finds,
for agricultural households in southern Ghana, that the private consumption of husbands and wives
are negatively correlated. Dercon and Krishnan (2000) finds for agricultural households in Ethiopia
that the nutritional status of at least some household members are positively affected by an adverse
shock to household income.
In neither of these papers do the authors provide any possible explanation for their counter-
intuitive results. Goldstein interprets the absence of co-movement in the consumption of household
members as evidence of the absence of intra-household insurance 4. Dercon and Krishnan uses the
effect of an adverse shock to the household on the nutritional status of individuals, averaged across
household members, as a measure of the extent of village-level insurance. The main result in this
paper indicate that such interpretations are potentially erroneous.
More generally, the result has the following implication for future work on intra-household
insurance. The literature on informal insurance has often used co-movement in the consumption
of a group of individuals as a test of the presence and extent of insurance within the group5 . This
practice should not be applied wholesale to measure the extent of insurance within a household
since, as this paper argues, co-movement in private consumption is not a necessary feature of
informal insurance in an environment where public goods and lack of commitment are important
factors.
The discussion above assumes that individuals within the household have independent sources
of income over which they have full control rights. For many parts of West Africa, this stylization
corresponds well with descriptions in the anthropological literature. A husband and a wife may
pursue independent economic activities, with each having little claim over the income generated
by the other6 . At the same time, the household head may have nominal control over certain
types of income; but is expected, according to social norm, to use the funds to provide for the
entire household". Violating the norm may provoke strong punishment from the community. The
existence of such social norms thus makes it possible to commit at least some funds to expenditures
on household public goods. Duflo and Udry (2003) also find evidence of such norms in Cote
d'Ivoire; specifically, that income from the cultivation of yams is associated with education and
food expenditures, but not with alcohol, tobacco or adult clothing.
"To test whether household public goods serve as a channel for intra-household insurance, Goldstein also estimates
the effect of individual shocks on child-related expenditures. The effect of agricultural shocks on these expenditures
are close to zero, which provides some further evidence of the absence of intra-household insurance; however, the
effect of illness shocks are imprecisely estimated, such that it is not possible to rule out that adults lower child-related
expenditures when they suffer from adverse health shocks.
'The seminar work in this literature is Townsend (1994), which rejects the full insurance model for households in
rural India, but finds that household consumption co-moves with village average consumption.
`See, for example, Guyer (1980) and Oppong (1983).
7Duflo and Udry (2003) provide a short survey of the anthropological literature that highlights the importance of
such norms in African society.
Given the evidence for such social norms, I consider how a model of limited commitment and
public goods is affected by the presence of a separate account out of which all public expenditures
are made (to be called 'family' income). The analysis reveals two interesting results. First, a
negative shock to the income of either spouse will necessarily lead to a decrease in the private
consumption by both individuals in the current period (as in the setting where there are no public
goods); however., under plausible assumptions about the outside option, a negative shock to the
'family' income can lead to an increase in the private consumption of an individual in the same
period.
I provide some empirical evidence of the effect of income shocks on private consumption for
households in Cate d'Ivoire using the COte d'Ivoire Living Standards Measurement Survey. Follow-
ing Duflo & Udry (2003), I use variation in rainfall and its differential effects on crops cultivated
by men versus women, to obtain exogenous shocks to the incomes of each spouse. It is found that
a negative shock to income from crops cultivated by women has a positive and significant effect
on private expenditures by the male head of the household (measured as transfers made to his
relatives) two years later; furthermore, a negative shock to income from yam cultivation (which,
according to the social norm, is for public goods expenditures only8 ) has a positive effect on the
private expenditures of the household head during the same year. These effects are unorthodox
but consistent with the predictions of the model.
The idea of limited commitment has been explored and developed extensively in the literature.
It appears in Kimball (1988) as a possible basis of mutual insurance schemes in a rural setting; it
is also central to Thomas and Worrall (1988), which examines long-term wage contracts between a
risk-neutral firm and a risk-averse worker where, at any point in time, either party can renege and
contract at a spot market wage. Coate and Ravallion (1993) characterise the conditions under which
the first-best insurance agreement is self-enforcing, for a setting with two risk-averse agents. For
the same setting, Kocherlakota (1996) characterise constrained efficient agreements, and examine
the long-run dynamics of such agreements; and Gauthier and Poitevin (1997) show that if agents
have the ability to make ex-ante payments, this can lead to improved efficiency for self-enforcing
agreements. Ligon, Thomas and Worrall (2002) show that the constrained efficient agreements
are characterised by a simple updating rule; specifically, that for each state of nature, there is a
time-invariant interval for the ratio of marginal utilities; and in each period, the ratio of marginal
utilities adjusts by the smallest amount necessary to bring it into the current interval. Ligon (2002)
develops an axiomatic approach to household bargaining where the Nash bargaining solution is
modified to capture the idea of limited commitment. Unlike the present paper, this literature has
focused on a setting where all consumption is private.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the formal model, and
Section 3 analyses an extension involving 'family' income. The empirical evidence for the theoretical
"'See Meillasoux (1965), quoted in Duflo and Udry (2003).
results involving the COte d'Ivoire Living Standards Survey are to be found in Section 4. Section
5 concludes.
1.2 A Model of Limited Commitment
Consider a household consisting of two individuals, A and B. In each period, the household may
devote resources to three different types of goods: xA, xB, and z ; xA is composed of private goods
consumed by A and xB those consumed by B. Both individuals derive utility from expenditure on
good z ; i.e. the good is public to the household. The per-period utilities of the two individuals are
given by uA (xA., z) and uB(xB, z) respectively where uk is increasing, and strictly concave in xk
and z. The individuals each receive stochastic income streams {yA (t) }=0 and {yB (t) }t 0 which
depend on the current state of nature, s, drawn from the set {1, 2, ..N}. The distribution of s is
i.i.d. with Pr[s(t!) = i] = ri . We assume there is no scope for saving.
We assume that the household is characterised by lack of commitment; i.e. there is no external
mechanism to enforce an agreement, and either individual can renege in any period if she finds it in
her interest to do so. If an individual does renege on her agreement, then she receives her outside
option. For the present analysis, the nature of this outside option is not important. Two realistic
possibilities in the context of West African households are divorce and non-cooperative behaviour
within the marriage. The value of the outside option to person k in a period where the income
levels to A and B are yA and yB respectively will be written as
dk (YA, Y) + fvkd ay ut
where dk (yA, yB) is the utility derived from the outside option in the current period, a value
which ought to depend on current income levels; vaut is the future expected utility from pursuing
the outside option and does not depend on current income levels as we have assumed that the
income process is independent of history; and ,3 is the discount rate.
Let pk (yA B, y A ), where A E (0, oo), be the current-period utility that person k receives from
the allocation given by the solution to the following maximisation problem:
max : Au•A (xA, z) + uB (xB, z)(xAXB,Z)
s.t. : xA xB + z < yA +yB
We make the following assumptions about the functions dA (.) and dB (.).
Assumption 1: For each s E S, ]A such that pk (yA ,yB,A) > dk (yA,yB), k E {A,B}
Assumption 2: pA (YA, yB, A) - dA(yA, yB) is decreasing in yA and increasing in yB. Similarly,
jLB (yA, yB, A) - dB(yA, yB) is decreasing in yB and increasing in yA.
Assumption 1 ensures that there is at least one way to allocate resources across states that leaves
both individuals strictly better off than they are from pursuing their outside option. Assumption 2
says that the allocation given by the joint maximisation of current period utilities for a given pair
of Pareto weights becomes more attractive relative to the current period outside option as one's
own income declines or as the spouse's income increases.
Given this environment, we shall consider feasible 'agreements' within the household. Formally,
an 'agreement' is a plan for allocating funds to each type of good in each period, (potentially)
contingent on the current state and the history of past states. An agreement is feasible if neither
individual has an incentive to opt for the outside option over the agreement after any possible
history.
1.2.1 An Example with Memoryless Agreements
In this section, we analyse 'memoryless' agreements; i.e. agreements in which expenditures are con-
tingent upon the current state of nature but independent of the history of past shocks. In particular,
these agreements rule out the possibility that household members borrow from one another to cope
with adverse shocks. This restriction is very to be likely unrealistic: allowing for borrowing and
lending in an environment with limited commitment should make Pareto improving reallocations
possible, and the empirical evidence considered later on suggests that such transactions are indeed
taking place within the household. However, this restricted setting is ideal for demonstrating the
effect, described in the introduction, that the presence of public goods have on the agreement.
Furthermore, I assume that dA - 'd = 0; i.e. a change in the income of one's partner
'
9YB - YA
has no effect on one's own utility from the current period in autarky. This condition may be
unrealistic given the presence of public goods on which one or both partners may spend money in a
noncooperative equilibrium. However, the assumption simplifies the exposition. Both restrictions
are relaxed in the following section, where the analysis is carried out in a more general setting.
A memoryless agreement can be written as {x A , x , z }sEs, where the expenditure levels x A , x B
and zs are prescribed in each period that the realised state of nature is s. If the environment is
characterised by limited commitment, then such an agreement is feasible if and only if, for each
state of nature, the continuation value each individual receives from the agreement is at least as
large as that obtained from the outside option. We can write the feasibility constraints as follows:
( ) +-1-2 Z ' (f) > d' ( +±/vi
rES
for eachs E S, i {A,B}
Let M (v) be the maximum ex-ante utility that B can obtain from a memoryless agreement if
the environment is characterised by limited comitment and the ex-ante utility received by A is at
least v. Then M (v) is given by
1
max 7ruB (x, zr) (1.1)
IX
A XB,Zs} 1+ E
S.1, -1 rGS
subject to
±: r1 ArU r ,Zr) > V (1.2)
rGS
and for each s E S,
A A (, zs) 1 +• 7rru A (r, zr) dA 8(y yB) /3VAut (1.3)
rES
e" u" x" B (xBzr B (YA YB "V
O u (xB zs) + 1 + rru" (x Zr) d (yy) + 3v~ ut (1.4)
rES
7,- : A BA + y BX s±+ Zzy+Y (1.5)
The condition in (1.2) ensures that person A receives an ex-ante utility of at least v. The
conditions in (1.3) and (1.4) ensure that in each possible state, the utility levels A and B receive
from the agreement are at least as large as that obtained from the outside option. The budget
constraints, one for each state, are in (1.5). From the first-order conditions, we obtain
B,,• (..) + oB 1 + Ulo (..)1++ 1+,)
1 +1+# 1+•]
= 1f---- u .)+O [uB2 (..) +AuA (..)]+ OB  1 + 1+/ 1+(.)+/A (.
where u' (..) and u2 (..) are the marginal utility to person i from the private and the public good
respectively.
If the participation constraints do not bind for some state r, then OA = O = 0 and
U B . = U UuB. . ( ..) + A ( .
Thus, the first-order conditions are the same in each state that the participation constraint does
not bind. It is straightforward to show that, for such states, the larger is aggregate income, the
more is spent on each type of good: i.e. if states r and s are such that yA + yB > yA + yB, and
A XA  B Bs >Z
9 0 =  =0 for i:= A, B, then x >A Bx7 >xy and z, > zr.
If person A's participation constraint binds, and that of person B is slack in state s, then
OA > 0, OB = 0 and
U B .. A sU 1A  ( .) (..) + A ,s U ..1B
where As - A + A (1 +• 7s) > A.
Furthermore. using the fact that the condition in (1.3) is satisfied with equality, and the promised
value to A from the agreement equals v in each period, we have
UA XA , z8 ) + 3v = dA (Y AY) +,3v A
Then the allocation of resources in state s prescribed by the agreement must correspond to the
solution of the following problem:
max : uB (x, z) (1.6)
XA ,XB •z
subject to
SuA A z) dA yAy) - (v Vt)
SxA xB •z < yA +yB
when yA yB _ B
If not, there is a possible reallocation of resources in state s that satisfies person A's promise-
keeping and participation constraints and gives person B a strictly higher continuation value, which
is ruled out by definition.
The following lemma enables us to compare allocations across states in which person A's par-
ticipation constraint is binding.
Lemma 1.1 Let xA (yA yB) , x B (yA yB) ,z (yA yB) be the solution to the maximisation problem
described in (1.6). Then xA (yA, yB) is decreasing in yB; and xB (yA, yB) and z (yA, yB) are
increasing in yB.
See Appendix for proof.
Suppose the states r and s are such that yB < yB,yA A y . Then, using Lemma 1.1,
xA (yA, yB) > A (yA, yB). If the participation constraint of person A is binding in both states,
S A A B A = xA (A, yB) - XA > XA . We have thus established the following
proposition.
Proposition 1.1 For an agreement that lies on the frontier of the set of feasible and memoryless
agreements, if the states r and s are such that yB < yB, yA = A = -_ 0, and person A's&yB
participation constraint binds in both states, then his prescribed private expenditures are such that
x A  AB) > x  A B).
It is straightforward to demonstrate that this result cannot hold if there are no household
public goods from which the individuals derive utility. To see this, let uA (xA, z) = iiA (xA),
uB (xB, z) = iB (xB); such that A and B do not derive any utility from the public good. In autarky,
each individual spends all of her income on the private good. Therefore, dA (yA, yB) = jA (yA);
dB (yA, yB) = jB (yB). If person A's participation constraints bind in states r and s as above,
then
jjA X A) + /V = aA (NA) + OVA
( A ( )±8 vau
= jA XA) A (A) = jjA (NA) iA (NA)
As yA = yA , we obtain A )A XA) = A (x A ) === x A = x A
Thus, in the absence of public goods, if person A's participation constraint binds in states r
and s, and he has the income in these two states, then he also consumes the same amount in states
r and s, in a memoryless agreement.
1.2.2 History-dependent Agreements
In this section, we analyse agreements where the allocation of expenditures can be contingent on
the current state as well as on the past sequence of states. Let Ht be the set of all possible sequence
of states (s1, S2.., st) in period t. Then a history-dependent agreement can be described fully by
a sequence of functions {f A (.), xB (.), zt () }t=.. where xtA : Ht - R+ specificies the sum of
money allocated to person A's private goods for each possible history in period t, and xt and zt
are defined similarly.
For the agreement to be feasible in an environment with limited commitment, it must have the
feature that at each date and at every contingency, each member receives as much utility from the
agreement as they do from their outside option; i.e.
00
Uk (Xk (ht), zt (ht)) + fEt -• Uk (xk (ht+r), zt+r (ht+r)) Ž dk (yA, y) + Ovkut
r=1
for each ht E Ht, k = A, B, and t = 0, 1, ..oo.
On the left-hand side, the first expression is the utility obtained from the agreement in period
t if the realised history is ht, and the second expression is the discounted expected future utility
from the agreement. The right-hand side is the value of the outside option in the current period,
assuming that the realised state in period t is s.
In the case of history-dependent agreements, each possible history in each period yields a distinct
constraint for each individual. As the set of possible histories grows exponentially with t, it is not
possible to adopt the approach used in the previous section to analyse such agreements. Fortunately,
the problem is very similar to that considered in Kocherlakota (1996), anrid the same recursive
approach is applicable here. Define P (v) as the maximum ex-ante utility that person B can obtain
from a history-dependent agreement if person A must receive a utility of at least v. Then P (v)
satisfies the following Bellman equation:
N
P(v) max I [r (XB  , z') + 'P (w,)] (1.7)
tx' X Z'V' s=1
subject to
NA: S [ruA (x A ' z') + 3W'] > V (1.8)
s=1
and for each s E S,
OA :U A  XA  dA (YA, YB) A
uA (X, zs) + /wý Ž dA ( ) + Avut (1.9)
B : UB (x, zs) + ý3P (w) > d (y, y) + vaut (1.10)
Ts : A + XB+ s yA + (1.11)B8 s " X s -SZ
The formulation above reduces the problem of finding a complete contingency plan which is
constrained efficient and awards person A an ex-ante utility of v to the much simpler task of
choosing, for each possible state in the current period, an allocation of expenditures x A I, zB
s Xs I Z8
and the ex-ante utility (or promised value) ws with which A would enter the following period.
The expression in the maximand is, by definition, the maximum possible utility that B can obtain
from such an allocation. The condition in (1.8) ensures that the allocation leaves A with an ex-ante
utility of at least v. The conditions in (1.9) and (1.10) ensure that, in each state, A and B receive as
much utility from the agreement as they would from their outside options. The budget constraints
are in (1.11).
Following the reasoning in Ligon, Thomas and Worrall (2001), it is possible to show that the
function P (.) is strictly concave. From the first-order conditions to the problem and the envelope
condition, we obtain, for each s E S,
7rp, (V) _ OAP' (w') = + ( - (1.12)
1r8 + 0
and
=suA1 . uB (..) + Asu A  (1.13)
where As = -P' (ws).
Note that the conditions in (1.13) for state s are equivalent to the first-order conditions of the
following maximisation problem:
max AuA (xA, z) + UB (xB, z) (1.14)
X
A 
X
B 
z
subject to: xA + xB + z yA yB
when yA = yA B = yB, and A = As. Therefore, As is the weight given to A's preferences in state
s in allocating resources among the three types of goods; and the current utility obtained by A
and B can be written as ,pA (yA, yB, As) and B (AI yA , As) respectively. Thus, the allocation of
resources and the promised future utilities in a state s can be described fully by the pair (As, ws) =
(-P' (ws), ws). To see how (As, ws) varies across states for a given v, it is convenient to group the
states according to the following three categories:
(i) Let SA (v) be the set of states for which the pair (A, v) violates person A's participation
constraint; i.e.
SA (v) = {s £5: 1A (yAJYy A) + 3v < dA (YAyB) +,3Avt
where A = -P' (v).
(ii) Similarly, let SB (v) be the set of states for which the pair (A, v) violates B's participation
constraint:
S (v)= {sES : B (yA, yB, A) + P (v) <dB (yA, yB) + Vt}
(iii) Let So (v) be the set of states for which the pair (A, v) satisfies the constaints of both
individuals:
s E S: pA (yA, y', A) + Ov > dA (yA, yB) + AVut
B (A7 Bl dB (A B
and p (Ys,y,A) + OP (v) d (yA y) + 3vaut
The three categories exhaust all possibilities. Further, because of Assumption 1, the first two
categories are mutually exclusive. Then, following the reasoning of Proposition 1 in Ligion, Thomas
and Worrall (2002), it is straightforward to establish the following result.
Lemma 1.2 If, in a constrained efficient agreement, person A is awarded a utility of v, then (i)
for s e SA (v), A > 0, OB = 0 and As > A, ws > v; (ii) for s e SB (v), A = , Os > 0 and
A < A, ws < v; and (iii) for s E So (V), OA = O = 0 and A, = A, ws = v.
See Appendix for Proof.
Thus, in the constrained efficient agreement, the allocation of resources across states follow a
simple and intuitive rule. If the pair (A, v) = (-P' (v) , v) causes the participation constraint of
either individual to be violated in a particular state s, then that individual receives a higher utility
both in the current period and in the future so that his constraint is just satisfied. If (A, v) does not
violate either participation constraint in some state s, then the weights and the promised utilities
in that state are unchanged from the preceding period.
Comparing expenditures across states which belong to So (v) is straightforward. As the weights
used for A's and B's preferences to allocate resources are the same in all these states, expenditure
on each type of good is increasing in aggregate income: if r, s E So (v). and yA + B A +Ar 
> zS 
Y
thenx >X A B> xB , and zr > zs.
To compare expenditures across states which belong to SA (v) (and, similarly, SB (v)) we pro-
ceed as follows. If s E SA (v), the allocation in that state is given by the solution to the following
maximisation problem:
max : uB (xB, z) + 3P (w) (1.15)
xA ,XB ,ZW
s.t.
A A u x  )dA(yA,yB)_f3(Wv AU XIz) = d Va)- -
7 : A X B + z < y A +yB
with yA A yB B
To see this, note, first, that the solution to (1.15) yields an allocation that is feasible: by
construction, it satisfies person A's participation constraints; and it must also satisfy person B's
participation constraints given the assumption that there is at least one allocation in each period
that leaves both individuals at least as well off as in autarky. Furthermore, an agreement that
is constrained efficient must solve the maximisation problem in (1.15). If not, there is a possible
reallocation that leaves person A at least as well-off and provides strictly higher utility to person
B.
Note that the solution to (1.15) depends on the current state of nature s but is independant of v,
the promised value in the preceding period. This means that when the participation constraint binds
for either individual at a point in time, we ignore the past history of states, and the allocation in
that period is contingent only on the current state. Therefore, if person A's participation constraint
binds in state s after any history, we can denote this allocation by x A [A] ,x B [A] , z [A], ws [A].
Similarly, if person B's participation constraint binds in state r after any history, we can denote
this allocation by x A [B] xB [B] , z. [B], w. [B].
Compared to the maximisation problem in (1.6), which related to 'memoryless' agreements,
there is an additional choice variable, w, in (1.15). In the former case, the promised value to each
individual remained fixed over time, as we were considering a type of agreement that ignored the
past sequence of events. In the latter case, the promised values can change over time, and serves as
an additional mechanism to ensure that the participation constraints of each individual are satisfied
in each period. Intuitively, this additional mechanism should dampen the effect - of raising private
expenditures at the expense of public expenditures in order to satisfy participation constraints -
noted in the previous section.
However, the lack of commitment also imposes restrictions on the extent to which individuals can
"borrow" from one another. It may not be possible to promise a high level of future consumption to
one individual as this makes it tempting for the partner to renege on the agreement. In particular, if
the individuals are very impatient, (i.e. 3 is low), they do not value compensation that is received in
the future. In addition, this impatience limits the amount that one can promise to 'pay back'. Thus,
when impatience is high, we are more likely to observe situations where compensation takes the
form of increased private expenditures in the current period at the expense of public expenditures.
This argument is formalised in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.2 If the states r and s are such that yA = yA yB < yB, then Zr [A] < zs [A],
xB [A] < x [A], and w, [A] > ws [A]. Furthermore, there exists a 1* > 0 such that for 1 < 1*, and
Ssufficiently small, x A [A] > xA [A].
See Appendix for proof.
Person B is poorer in state r and would thus like to receive a larger transfer in this state.
The proposition states that if 3 is sufficiently small, person A is compensated for this additional
transfer, to a large extent, in the current period (by allowing him to use money, assigned to public
expenditures in state s, for his private consumption); thus raising his private expenditures above
their level in state s. Note that for this 'perverse' insurance effect to take place, we also require
that person A's outside option is not significantly worse in state r compared to state s; i.e. ° dA is
required to be small. This is because, if person A's outside option is significantly less attractive in
the state that B is poorer, it would not be necessary to 'bribe' A to tempt him to remain in the
agreement in this state.
This comparison of allocations across states translates easily into a comparison of allocations
over time. Suppose in period t, the realised state is s and this is followed in period t + 1 by state
r. If the participation constraint of person A is binding in period t, it must bind again in period
t + 1 (see Proposition 1.5 in the appendix). Therefore, his private expenditures is xA [A] in period
t followed by xA [A] in period t + 1. Thus, we have the following corollary to Proposition 1.2.
Corollary 1.1 If the participation constraint is binding for A in state s, period t and the state of
nature, r in period t + 1 is such that yA = yA, y < yB, then xB(t + 1) <xB(t), z(t + 1) < z(t)
and 3F3* > 0 s.t. for [3 < 1*, xA(t + 1) > xA(t).
It is straightforward to show that Proposition 1.2 cannot hold if there are no public goods. As
in the previous section, let uA (xAz) = A (xA), uB (xBz) = B (B): dA (yAyB) = A (yA);
dB (yA B) _ B (yB). As yA A y, the outside option to person A is the same in states r and s.
Therefore, the utility awarded to person A when his participation constraint binds, must also be
the same in both states; i.e.
A (x A [A]) + 3wr [A] = iA (x A [A]) + 3w, [A] (1.16)
We can show by contradiction that wr [A] _ w, [A]. If w, [A] < w IA], then the concavity of
P (.) implies that -P' (w,) < -P' (ws). Therefore, the pareto weights are less favourable to A in
state r; this statement along with the fact that aggregate income is also smaller in state r would
imply that x A [A] <: x A [A]. Then, jA (x A [A]) +/3wr [A] < fjA (x A [A]) + 3ws [A], which contradicts
(1.16). Therefore, Wr [A] > w, [A]. From (1.16), we obtain
0 A (xA [A]) -jA XA ( [A]) = / (ws [A] - w [A])
A XA
x~ [A] 5 xA [A]
Thus, if no public goods are present, and person A's participation constraint binds in states r
and s, with person B poorer in state r, then A's level of private consumption can be no larger in
state r than it is in state s.
1.3 A Separate Account for Public Expenditures
Anthropologists writing about African households often emphasize the importance of social norms
that restrict the use of certain types of income to household public goods. For example, Meillasoux
(1965) - quoted by Duflo and Udry (2003) - observes that among the Gouro in Cote d'Ivoire, income
from "'appreciated products' are always under the control of the household head for redistribution
to the entire household in the form of food." In this section, I investigate the effect of social norms
of this kind on a model of limited commitment with public goods. Specifically, I introduce an
additional source of income for the household, to be called 'family' income; and consider agreements
whereby this income is used for household public expenditures only.
Denote by {yZ (t)} 0' an income stream, to be called 'family' income available to the household
in addition to the private incomes {yA (t) }o and {yB (t) } '0. We assume that the social norm
is to spend all of the family income on public goods in each period. Furthermore, we assume that
the family income is sufficiently large in any state that individuals A and B would not wish to
supplement it with their private incomes either in the agreement or in autarky 9. Let jk (yk yZ) be
the utility that person k receives from his outside option when his private income and the family
income are yk and yZ respectively. It is reasonable to suppose that the spouse's income would not
enter this function since, in autarky, she would spend all her private income on her private goods.
Let jk(yA, yB, yZ, A), where A E (0, oc), be the current-period utility that person k receives from
"The anthropological descriptions regarding such social norms and also the evidence in Duflo and Udry (2003) are
consistent with this assumption.
the allocation given by the solution to the following maximisation problem:
max : AA(XAyZ) + U B (XB yZ
(xA,xB)
s.t. : XA + x B  yA yB
We make the following assumptions about the functions dA (..) and dB ().
Assumption i1F: For each s E S, 3A such that Ak (yA,yB,yZ,A) > dk (yk,yz), k E {A,B}
Assumption 2F: A:A (yA, yB, yZ, A) -_ jA (yA, yZ) is decreasing in yA and increasing in yZ; and
likewise pB (yA, yB Z, 7) jB (yA, yZ) is decreasing in yB and increasing in yZ.
Assumption 1F is equivalent to Assumption 1 in section 1.2. The first part of Assumption 2F
is also unchanged from that in Assumption 2. The second part of Assumption 2F says that as the
level of family income increases, income pooling for any given set of pareto weights becomes more
attractive relative to the outside option for both individuals. The story behind such an assumption
is that a fraction of the family income is misallocated or wasted in autarky; therefore, the cost of
switching to autarky becomes larger when the family income increases.
Let P(v) be the maximum ex-ante utility that can be awarded to person B from an agreement
that satisfies the participation constraints and follows the social norm, when the ex-ante utility to
person A is at least as large as v. Then
P(v) = max 7rsu (, y) + (wS
{XA' X' ,} seS
subject to
7rSUA (xA, yZ) +,3W,] > V
seS
and for each s E S,
0A  uA  A  _Z) + wA (yA, y) + AvAt  1)
B  : u( (X + ws) I d (yY, yg) + Ovaut (1.18)
TS : A X < yA +yB (1.19)
An agreement that follows the social norm will specify only the private consumption of A and
B in each period, and as such, is similar to one in a setting where no public goods exist. In fact,
if the level of family income is non-varying over time, then the programme above is equivalent to
that for constrained efficient agreements in an environment with private goods only. In particular,
it is straightforward to establish the following result.
Proposition 1.3 If the participation constraint for A is binding in state r, period t and the state
of nature, s in period t + 1 is such that yA = yrA, yZ = yZ, yB < yB, then w (t + 1) > w (t) and
xA(t + 1) < xA(t).
The proposition states that if the participation constraint is binding for person A in period t and
B suffers an adverse shock in period t + 1 (and A's private income and the family income remain at
their former levels) then, as in the case without public goods, we do not observe 'perverse' insurance:
person A has a lower level of private consumption in period t + 1 but a higher future promised
utility as compensation. In section 2, we noted that it is possible to slacken the participation
constraint of either individual at a point in time by enabling him to raise private consumption
at the expense of public goods. As modelled here, the social norm prescribes a separate account
for public expenditures, and thus makes it impossible to use public goods in this manner in an
agreement.
Because of Assumption 2F, changes in the level of family income will affect the participation
constraints of both individuals and, as such, can also affect the private expenditures prescribed by
a constrained efficient agreement. In particular, we can establish the following proposition.
Proposition 1.4 If the participation constraint is binding for A in state r, period t and the state
of nature, s in period t + 1 is such that yA = A, yB y, y Z < y, then w (t + 1) > w (t) and
xA(t + 1) > xA(t).
The proposition states that if the participation constraint is binding for person A in period t and
the family income suffers an adverse shock in period t +1 (while the private incomes remain at their
period t levels) then, we should observe 'perverse' insurance: an increase in private consumption
by A. Intuitively, a decline in the family income makes it more attractive for both individuals to
quit the agreement because of Assumption 2F. As the participation constraint was initially binding
for A, he has to be compensated to induce him to stay in the agreement. Thus, he receives a larger
share of private consumption in the current period as well as in the future. As the total amount
available for private consumption is the same in period t + 1 as in period t, private expenditures
by A will actually increase after the decline in family income.
1.4 Empirical Evidence
In this section I discuss some empirical evidence for the model of limited commitment presented
above using the COte d'Ivoire Living Standards Survey (CILSS). The empirical analysis draws on
thile work by Duflo & Udry (2003). Here I shall provide a brief summary of the relevant part of
their empirical strategy and refer the reader to the paper in question for details.
The key prediction of the model relate to a change in private expenditures of one spouse in
response to an exogenous change in the income of the other spouse. Additionally, the model
has predictions about the responsiveness of private expenditures to an exogenous shock to family
income, and the extent to which such a shock could lead to borrowing and leading between spouses,
in comparison to shocks to private incomes.
We are therefore interested in regressing the change in expenditures that are private to one
individual in the household on exogenous changes in the income of the spouse and in some measure
of 'family' income. Duflo & Udry (2003) make use of the fact that agricultural income is strongly
affected by rainfall patterns, which varies regionally and affects different crops in different ways.
In the context of West Africa, certain crops are significantly more likely to be cultivated by one
gender than the other, and the social norms about the use of income may relate to the type of crop
from which that income is derived (discussed in more detail in the following section). Therefore,
income from different groups of crops may correspond roughly to the categories "man's income",
"woman's income" and "family income" used in the theoretical discussion above.
Duflo & Udry (2003) groups together crops according to these categories and for each group,
regress the change in the logarithm of income from specific crops between two successive years on
measures of rainfall for the corresponding years. Specifically, they estimate:
log yis2 - 0log Yisl = (R12 - H1i) -ys + (Xi 2 - Xil) Jys + (ýi2 - jil) (1.20)
where yist is the income in household i from the crop group a in period t, Rjt is a vector of
measures of rainfall that affects the period t harvest (including rainfall in the preceding year), and
Xit are year and region interactions. Then the predicted values from each of these regressions
provide a measure of exogenous change in the income from the group of crops concerned. The
exogenous change in income from crop group s in household i is given by DRis2 = (Ri2 - R1i) ys
. Note that the estimate %,, enables us to create estimates of exogenous changes in crop income
further back in time using historical rainfall data, even if income data is not available for these
years. We calculate DRis, = (Ril - Rio) •y, and DRiso = (Rio - Ri,-1) ys. If a couple is dealing
with the problem of limited commitment by 'borrowing' from and 'lending' to each other, then
expenditures in the current period should be affected by these measures of historical shocks.
Finally, following Duflo & Udry (2003), we estimate
2
log ci2 - 10og Cil = E E DRistrst + (Xi 2 - Xil) J + (vi2 - vil) (1.21)
t=O sES
where cit is total expenditures on good c in household i in period t.
1.4.1 Data
The COte d'Ivoire Living Standards Measurement Survey (CILSS) was carried out in 4 consecutive
years, between 1985 and 1988. The first round was conducted with 1,500 households. In each of
the following years, half the sample was replaced with a new set of households; such that each
household would be surveyed in two consecutive years (except for the 750 dropped after the first
round and the new ones included in the fourth). Thus, it is possible to construct a panel of roughly
2,250 households, each observed twice.
The survey included detailed questions on agricultural income and expenditures. For the present
purpose, the data is limiting in that the unit of observation is the household rather than the
individual. However, it is possible to get around this problem using two feasures of the data. First,
agricultural output and costs are reported for each crop cultivated by the household. Therefore,
given the strong association in this region of certain crops with either men or women, it is possible
to construct approximate measures of male and female income.
Specifically, guided by the ethnographic literature on the subject, Duflo & Udry (2003) construct
three linear combinations of rainfall realisations, each pertaining to the predicted change in the
income from a crop or group of crops: one for the cash crops cultivated by men, one for yams (also
cultivated by men) and one for crops cultivated by women. Leaving out crops that do not have any
strong gender associations, they are able to place roughly 80 percent of the value of agricultural
output in one of these three categories. The assumption behind this categorisation is not that
certain crops are cultivated exclusively by men and others by women; but rather that there are
systemic differences across crops in the likelihood that a man or a woman would exercise nominal
control over the income from the crop.
Second, the survey included questions regarding transfers made by members of the household
to individuals who do not belong to the household. Although it is not reported which member
is making the transfer, the relationship between the recepient and the head of the household is
recorded. If we assume that the head would derive more utility from a 'gift' made to his own relatives
than other members of the household, these expenditures can be construed as being 'private' for
him. We do not construct a parallel measure for the spouse of the head of the household for
there seem to be very few transfers being made to the in-laws of the household head. A possible
explanation for this is that questions regarding transfers were addressed only to the household
head, who may not have been well-informed about transfers being made by other members of his
household.
Aggregate rainfall data, collected at local rainfall stations, is available for CMte d'Ivoire for the
past 14 years. Duflo & Udry (2003) construct, for each household, a series of aggregate rainfall at
the closest rainfall station for each of the eight quarters preceding the most recent harvest. The
series are used to construct the instruments for crop income.
The analysis is carried out on a sample of about 850 households that are engaged in agriculture,
where there is at least one adult male and one adult female member, and which reports at least
one crop classified as 'male only' and another classified as 'female only'.
1.4.2 Results
Table A1, reproduced from Duflo & Udry (2003), presents the F-statistics from estimating equation
(1.20) for male non-yam cash crops, yams and female crops. Year and region effects and their
interactions are used in each equation. The F tests indicate that the rainfall variables are jointly
significant for each equation and the coefficients are significantly different from each other.
The predicted values from these regressions are then used on the right-hand side of an equation
with the logarithm of transfers made to relatives of the head of the household as the dependant
variable. A small number of observations, where the head of the household is a woman, are excluded
from the sample. One-year and two-year lagged values of predicted changes in log income are also
included on the right-hand side of the regression for the reason that if the household is characterised
by limited commitment, the current allocation of goods in the household could depend on the past
history of shocks. A one percent increase in yam income lowers transfers to relatives of the household
head by 0.85 percent (significant at the 6 percent level) during the same year. Female income has
a positive but insignificant effect on transfers during the first two years. But two years after the
shock, transfers decline by 0.57 percent in response to a one percent increase in female income.
These results are inconsistent with a model of the household characterised by Pareto efficiency
and the first piece of evidence - the negative relation between yam income and male private expen-
ditures - cannot be explained by means of a standard model of limited commitment1 o. However,
the theoretical results obtained in section 1.3, where we assume that public goods expenditures are
made out of a separate account, can provide a consistent explanation for the signs of the coefficients
observed here.
When the woman suffers an adverse shock, the household head would be unwilling to provide
her insurance if his limited commitment constraint is binding. However, he may be willing to 'lend'
her money. Then, the shock to female income would cause his private expenditures to decrease
in the same period, but increase at a future date when he is 'repaid'. This is the story behind
proposition 1.3.
On the other hand, if Assumption 2F in section 1.3 holds, then a decline in yam income would
lower the surplus from any agreement to all members of the household. If the limited commitment
constraint begins to bind for the household head as a result of this shock, then he would be given
a greater share of the surplus so that he does not quit the agreement. In particular, he would
receive a greater share of total non-yam income in the current period for his private consumption;
then, as the non-yam income is unaffected by the shock, his private consumption would increase
contemporaneously with the shock to yam income, as in proposition 1.4.
1('Duflo and Udry (2003) find suggestive evidence along the same lines. Specifically, they estimate (1.21) without
lagged income for various categories of household expenditures and find that an increase in output from yams has a
negative association with two of the categories: 'adult' goods and 'prestige' goods such as jewelry. Like transfers made
to relatives of the household head, these expenditures are likely to be private for adult members of the household;
however these effects are not statistically significant.
The fact that, in table 1, the coefficient for a change in female crop income two years earlier
is negative indicates that the male household head is required to wait two years after a woman
in the household has suffered a negative shock before receiving compensation in the form of in-
creased private expenditures. Two years may be reasonable time-frame for a loan in this context
if agricultural income depends on the level of rainfall in both the current and the past year. Table
A2, reproduced from Duflo & Udry (2003), shows the regression results of income from female
crops, male cash crops and yam on measures of rainfall in the current and preceding years. The
coefficients for rainfall measures in the two years are roughly similar; which means, for example,
that if the rainfall this year was bad for this year's crops, it would also be bad for next year's crops.
Therefore, an individual who borrows during a year that the rainfall has been bad for her crops
would be unwilling to repay the following year when this year's rainfall would still have a negative
effect on her income.
1.5 Conclusion
Theories of limited commitment were originally developed to provide a better understanding of
interactions between households; and in particular to explain why informal arrangements among
households may not lead to full insurance. These theories may now serve to develop a better
understanding of intra-household allocation; and to account for the growing evidence of inefficiency
in the allocation of expenditures within the household.
This paper makes the point that, in importing these theories for developing models of intra-
household dynamics, we ought not to ignore the fact that public goods constitute a very significant
part of household expenditures. In the standard model of limited commitment (where public goods
are absent), individual consumption covaries with aggregate consumption; but this relationship can
break down if public goods are present.
Therefore, co-movement in the private consumption of household members should not be re-
garded as a necessary condition for (partial) insurance within the household. The model used in
this paper illustrates that divergence of (private) consumption can take place within a cooperative
agreement. In the presence of commitment problems and public goods, such divergence may be the
efficient way to deal with adverse shocks.
Additionally, the paper provides analysis for an environment where public goods expenditures
are made out of a separate account, a practice that is consistent with evidence from anthropological
studies of households in Africa. By keeping such an account, a couple would effectively surrender
decisions about public goods expenditures to a social norm, and the relevant dynamic bargaining
game would be one where all expenditures are private. We obtain the result that private consump-
tion co-moves in response to shocks that affect private income but not the account out of which
public expenditures are made.
However, under plausible assumptions about the outside option, an adverse shock to the account
for public expenditures can lead to an increase in the private consumption of an individual in the
same period if his participation constraint were initially binding; and thus co-movement in private
consumption would break down.
The theoretical results seem to be consistent with evidence from the C6te d'Ivoire Living Stan-
dards Measurement Survey. It is found that transfers made to the relatives of the head of the
household (which may be construed as expenditures that are private to him) respond negatively to
exogenous changes in income from yams. Furthermore, the transfers respond positively to exoge-
nous changes to income from crops farmed by women during the year of the shock but negatively
two years after the shock. Thus we observe 'perverse' insurance in the case of yams - a source of
income used primarily for household public goods - but partial insurance combined with borrowing
and lending between the spouses in the case of a shock to the private income of women.
In the recent past, household surveys in developing countries have begun to collect information
on individual well-being; for example, measures of the nutritional status of household members.
While this data c(:an provide valuable insights about decision-making and bargaining power within
the household, it is evident that measures of individual well-being present only a partial picture of
household dynamics. The analysis provided in this paper highlights the importance of analysing
this data within a conceptual framework that explicitly accounts for the presence of public goods
within the household. In particular, the absence of co-movement in private consumption, by itself,
should not be interpreted as the absence of intra-household insurance, as some of the empirical
literature has tended to do.
1.6 Appendix
The proofs of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.3 makes use of the following theorem in Topkis (1998).
Theorem 1.1 (2.8.1 in Topkis (1998)) If X is a lattice, T is a partially ordered set, At is a
subset of X for each t in T, A t is increasing in t in T, f(x, t) is supermodular in x on X for each
t in T and f(x, t) has increasing differences in (x, t) on X x T, then arg max f(x, t) is increasing
• XEA t
in t on t : t E T, argmax f (x,t) is nonempty.
Proof. of Lemma 1.1: Let g (yA, yB, z) be such that uA (g (yA B, z) , z) = dA (yA, B) 
(v - Vaut). Then the maximisation problem in (1.6) is equivalent to
max : u (x ,z) (1.22)
subject to ,Z (yA Bz)+BzyA B (1.23)subject to : g (y ,yB, z) + x B + z <_ yA + yB (1.23)
where the value of xA is given by g (yA yB, z). By assumption in section 1.2.1, dA( .. ) -- 0
• , yB -
=g() 0. Therefore, if A (yA yB) = {(xB, z) : (1.23) is satisfied}, A (yA B) is increasing in yB.Oy B ( * 0
Also, by definition, 2 UB(..) > 0; i.e. uB (..) is supermodular in xB and z. Therefore, the conditions
&9XBOZ -
in Theorem 2.8.1. in Topkis (1998) are satisfied, and the theorem applies. Thus, we obtain the
result xB (yA yB) and z (yA, yB) are increasing in yB. Furthermore, since uA (..) is increasing in
CA and z, we have g (yA B, z) decreasing in z. Therefore, xA (yA, yB) is decreasing in yB. 0
Proof. of Lemma 1.2: (i) For s E SA (v), suppose OA = 0. Then, using equation (1.12),
P' (ws) _ P' (v) = w, • v; and since As = -P' (ws), we obtain As _ A. Then,
< dA (yA, yB) 3•At
i.e. person A's participation constraint would be violated in state s. Therefore, we must have
OA > 0. This implies that the constraint is binding with equality:
AA (A yB, A.) + 3w, = dA (yA, Y) + 3VAt
Then, using Assumption 1, we obtain
AB (yA, yB, As) + 3P (ws) > dB (yA, y) + t3v
s0B = 00S0
Then, using equation (1.12), we obtain w, > v, As > A.
(ii) The argument used for part (i) can be used here as well. If s E SB (v) and OB = 0, then
person B's participation constraint would be violated. Therefore, we obtain 9O > 0 and 9OA = 0
w-3 < v,7 A, <A.
(iii) For s E So (v), suppose OA > 0. Then, person A's participation constraint binds with
equality in state s:
A AA ( yB, A.) +,3w, = dA (NA 7B) + 3Vt
and using Assumption 1, we obtain
Y B (yA, yB, As) +,3P (w.) > dB (yA, yS) + OVB
8 9 B 0
Then, using equation (1.12), we obtain w, > v and As > A. This implies
uA Y, A) +B v < A dYA ( YB) + OvA
which contradicts the definition of So (v). Therefore, we must have OA = 0. Similarly, we can show
that for s e So (v), we must have 0B = 0. Then, using equation (1.12), we obtain ws = v
As=A. .
The proof of Proposition 1.2 uses the following lemma.
Lemma 1.3 Let {xA (yA,yB) XB (yA yB) ,z (yA yB) ,w (yA, yB) } denote the solution to the max-
z(A B B (yAyB) 0.
imisation problem in (1.15). Then (i) ayB > 0, > 0.
Let o, (yA, yB) be the value of the Lagrange multiplier to the problem in (1.15). Denote by
tA (yA, yB, A), TB (yA B AI A), 2 (YA, yB, A), j-V (yA, yBI A) the solution to the following problem.
max AuA (xA, z) + UB (xB, z) + 0 (w + P (w)) (1.24)
XA ,xB ,zw
subject to: xA + xB + z •yA + yB
axA (YAYBThen, (ii) Ay > 0 iff
(Aa A A1 A -t A) d2 - < 0 (1.25)
uA "y B  ay B  "A OA &A i y
at A = o (yA, yB).
Proof. of Lemma 1.3:
(i) To prove the first part of the lemma, we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1.1. Let
g(yA yB, z, w) be such that uA ( (yAB, yBz, w) , z) + w = dA A yB) + At. Then the max-
imisation problem in (1.15) is equivalent to
max : uB (xB,z) + P (w) (1.26)
xB,z,w
subject to : §(yA, B, z, w) + xB + z < y A + B  (1.27)
where the value ofxA is given by § (yA, yB, z, w). IfA (yAB) = (XB, z, -w) : (1.27) is satisfied},
S(yA, yB) is increasing in yB iff~ (..) < 1 j u((yAyB,z,w) ,z) 7 dA (yA,yB). The
latter inequality follows from Assumption 2. 11 Also if i (xB, z, w) = uB (xB, z) + /3P (w), then
'To see this, note that by Assumption 2, pA (Y A 'A (AY B)
And • =• A- A <U (•a
gy &7 a -a \ Y-f < U1
i (xB, z, w) is supermodular in xB, z and -w. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 2.8.1. in Topkis(9z (Y A' B) 9 B (YA' B') a~ A IB(1998). Thus, we obtain the result oz(yAB > 0, axB( > 0, Ow(yAyB) < 0.
(ii) It is straightforward to show that xA (yAy B) can be written as tA(yA, B, a (yAA yB)), and
that corresponding expressions can be used for xB (yA, yB) , z (yA, yB) and w (yA, yB). Further-
more, as the allocation xA (yA, yB), xB (yA, yB), z (yA, yB), w (yA, yB) by definition satisfies the
participation constraint of person A with equality we have
1A (.A(YA YB0.(YA YB)) g(A YB,(YA YB))) +I 3 j-yA yB a(yAyB)) A (YA YB) A
PA yB a (yA, yB)) +/ 3 i (yA, yB, (yA yB)) - dA (yA, yB) + ±.v (1.28)
where ,A (..) is as defined in section 1.2. Taking the derivative throughout w.r.t. yB in (1.28) and
rearranging, we obtain [ adA aaA
9 ff =" (1 .2 9 )19YB [,g ,j
Taking the derivative throughout w.r.t. yB in the identity xA (yA yB) t A(yA yB (yA, yB))
and substituting for using (1.29), we obtain
xA A ýA a A]
axy oYA + 0•• Y - ](1.30)
Therefore, XA > 0 iff
aOA atA _ _ -_
+ > 0 (1.31)
1
9 YB ao __+19FA A B 8 A A 05A - A 02 __ A...
From the definition of (yA, yB, A), we have = uA (..) A+U2 (..) and = uA (..)A
uA (..) 2. Substituting for and in (1.31) using these expressions and simplifying, we obtain
(A A  aý 0) A ) . A Aý
The proof of Proposition 1.2 makes use of the following lemma.
Lemma 1.4 : Let tA (yA, yB,), tB (yA, yB ), and 2 (yA, yB,) be as in the statement of Lemma
== u> (.7A (yA ,yB,A) , (yA YB,A)) > dA (yA,yB) for any A.
-> uA Y A, Y 13Z'Wzw),Z) Ad (yA, y)
1.3. Then
OtA 
Oa OyB
DiiA a9
>0
&yB OA
for all values of yA, yB and A.
Proof. of Lemma 1.4: From the first-order conditions to the maximisation problem in (1.24),
Au A (.A (AB ,A (A, B ,A) AUA (:A YIYB 7A (AJ B A B (.B (AI B A)2 Y7YB
(1.32)
The terms tA (yA, yB, A), B (yA, yB, A), and ý (yA yB, A) must also satisfy the budget constraint:
- A (YAyB. ) +t B (YAYB A ) +era(yA, yB) =A +YBi
Derivating throughout (1.32) w.r.t. yB and A and rearranging, we obtain
(1.33)
(U11 - UA 1
(A  A)  .t A
11 -U12_aA+yU
-
(U _ UA) 'J2z22 12 - ay-]
2 E  12 7
+ u12 Oy---
B _ _
+ u1--,
Similarly, derivating throughout (1.33) w.r.t. yB and A we obtain
yyB
OA
OA a2
= 1 -
ay B  ay B
XA (92
aA aA
Substituting in (1.34) and (1.35) using (1.36) and (1.37) and rearranging,
[A (ul - u)2 + u]
[A (nuA - u) +2 U]
- [A (u A-u2) -U B u]
- [A (uA A-u) -uB + u 02]
Dividing (1.38) by (1.39) and rearranging,
[A (u A -2 ) - BB A o+ OtA a,OyB &A
(- A A
ay U
The first term within square brackets on the left-hand side, and the term on the right-hand side,
are both negative. Therefore,
>0
OA OyB
B _Z+ U22y--B
B OZ•-U22 TA
(1.34)
(1.35)± A
(1.36)
(1.37)
2
5-B+ U12
A _ UA+ U2 1U
(1.38)
(1.39)
A ) B2-1 W) 12sz
Proof. of Proposition 1.2: Consider two states r and s for which yA _ yA and yB < y. From
the fundamental theorem of calculus,
z (yA YB) = z (yA B) + 9z yAB) dyB
Ur
Then, using Lemma 1.3, z (yA, yB) > Z (yA, yB) - z, [A] > Zr [A]. Likewise, we can show that
xB [A] > xB [A].
To find sufficient conditions for xA [A] < XA [A], we define the following terms. Denote by
P (. J3) the pareto frontier of feasible history-dependent agreements, for the discount factor /3. Let
1 (yA, yB, /) be the pareto weight for person A which would cause his participation constraint to
just bind if the income levels in the current period are yA and yB and the discount factor is /. Let
A AtABa--a(B ) [y  (O) - 18, 8Y'~ HAy~y A _J
where the expression on the right-hand side is computed for yA, yB ( A , yB, /) and P (.1/3). (In
particular, = -1/P" (wI/) where w is given by -P' (wI) = A (yA, yB,3)). As /3 approaches 0
or 1, 1 (yA, yB, 6) approaches A (yA, yB) defined as follows.
A (A yB A(YA YB)) = dA (yA, yB)
Let
-Y (yA, yB) inf I B (yA, y 3) }E(0,1)
8.tA  a2. 0aA  a-A is a prv te g o
It can be shown that the term =a- - > 0 for all values when xA is a private good
and z is a public good (see Lemma 1.4).Therefore, for dA (..) sufficiently small, 7 (yA, yB) > 0. If
O•A (yA'y B ) 0.Cos3 < 7 (yA, yB), then using Lemma 1.3, OayA B < 0. Choose
/* = min { (yA yB)}yB,(yB,yB)
Therefore, if < /3*, then
XB B (yA,YyB
B ypý YY B
< XB ry~
Proof. of Proposition 1.3: We show by contradiction that w (t + 1) > w (t). If w (t + 1) < w (t)
then we also have xA (t + 1) < xA (t) (since = -P'(w) in each period and y.+y 8u, (..) = ()i ahpro n A+y A+y)Now, person A's participation constraint is satisfied with equality in period t and he faces the same
outside option in period t and t + 1. Therefore, if w (t + 1) 5 w (t) and xA (t + 1) < xA (t), his
participation constraint cannot be satisfied in period t+1. Therefore, we must have w (t + 1) > w (t)
which can happen only if person A's participation constraint is binding in period t + 1. Therefore,
he receives his outside option from the agreement in this period; and therefore, we must also have
xA (t + 1) < xA (t). .
Proof. of Proposition 1.4: Let A (t) be the value of the Lagrange multiplier on person A's
promise-keeping constraint in period t. Then, since person A's participation constraint is binding
in period t, we have
AA ( A B•Z A (t)) _ - rA( A ) V t (A_ t
And, by Assumption 2F,
pA (Y, Y y, A (t)) - jA (YA ~Z A YA )rB A (t - A _ A Z
A A (yA, y,y, A(t)) _dA (y2, y) < 3 (VAt W(t))
Therefore person A's participation constraint cannot be satisfied in period t + 1 unless A (t + 1) >
A (t). Therefore, the constraint must be binding in period t + 1. Therefore w (t + 1) > w (t). Fur-
thermore, total expenditures on private goods are equal in the two periods. Therefore, xA (t + 1)>
xA (t). *
Proposition 1.5 If the participation constraint is binding for A in state s, period t and the realised
state in period t +1, s* is such that yA yA, ys < yB, then the participation constraint is binding
for A again in period t + 1.
Proof. of Proposition 1.5: Suppose the participation constraint for A does not bind in period
t + 1. Then his promised value in period t + 1 is no larger than that in period t: w(t + 1) < w (t).
And, by Assumption 2,
uA A(t + 1), z (t + 1)) -- dA (yA, Ys) < UA (xA (t) , z (t)) -dA (A, y) (1.40)
As A's participation constraint binds in period t, we have
UA (A (t) , z (t)) - dA (yA, yB) / (VAt 
_ W (t))
Then equation (1.40) and w (t + 1) • w (t) implies
(xA (t + 1),z(t + 1)) -dA (Y ,y) < A (V  W(t + 1))
which violates A's participation constraint in period t + 1. Therefore, the participation constraint
must bind for A in period t + 1. *
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Table 1:DependantVariable: Change in Log (Transfers to Relatives of Household Head)
Pr edtted change in bg m at non-yam ihcom e
yeart
t-1
t-2
P medJctd change in bg yam icom e
year t
t-1
t- 2
P edtted change in bg fem ah incom e
year t
t- :
0 LS C oeffrhnts
0.685
(0564)
0239
(0253)
0.056
(0253)
-0.842
(0.441)
0205
(0123)
0 112
(0 .095)
0.828
(0.692)
0357
(0 .400)
-0569
(0270)
S tandaid enms i parentheses
Table A l: Firststage sum m ary statistics (F statistics for folow ng nullhypotheses)
D ependentvariabes
Current
M ale Yam Fem al
cash crop Income Incom e
(1) (2) (3)
AzaithfafLvariýabes = 0 199 3.50 2 53
(0.014) (0.000) (0.000)
CurrentyraivfaiLvarabbes = 0 1.18 338 2.43
(0315) (0.000) (0.005)
Pastyrai.hfilvaribbes = 0 2.79 4.64 2.64
(0.005) (0.000) (0.001)
C oefEchnts equalto those fbr
M ale Cash C rop NA
Yam Tncom e 2.1 NA
(0.010)
Fem ale Income 2 1 238 NA
(0.009) (0.002)
p-va]es ii parentheses
Fullspecifizatbn nclhdes yeardum m ies, regbn dum m hs.
Resuls rep•oduced from Dufb & Udry (2003)
Table A2: Firststage zegession resu3ts
D ependentvarikbbs
Fem ale M ae cash Yarn
cop iicom e crp lncom e
Foiest Savannah Foiest Savannah Fozest Savannah
coeffi:ents itexactbn coeffints ihte-actbn coeffrbnts itezactbn
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Difference (year2 -yearl ) in:
Agg:egate mihfailcuz•ntyear, season 1 -0.001518 0.0040317 0.0004811 -0.003153 -0.010761
(0.001) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.006)
Aggmgate mifalicuzzntyear, season 2 0.0007268 0.0013814 -0.001099 0.0015603 0.0015827
(0.000) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.004)
Agg~egatB maifaL]cuznentyear, season 3 4-0.000613 0.0038313 0.0001552 -0.002321 -0.003099
(0.001) (0.001) (0D001) (0.001) (0.002)
Aggzegate iaifalcuzentyear, season 4 0.0007069 -0.0042 -0.000169 0.0005378 -0.006442
(0.001) (0.005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.006)
Aggmegate xahfaipastyear,season 1 4-0.000357 0.0068233 -0.004016 -0.00618 -0.010605
(0.002) (0.008) (0 .003) (0.003) (0.011)
Aggegate maifallpastyear,season 2 0.0000808 -0.006707 0.0008669 0.0023795 -0.000265
(0.000) (0.005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.006)
Aggxegate raifaipastyear,season3 -0.00138 0.0033809 -957E-05 -0.00226 0.0027378
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Aggzegatez mhafa•ipastyear,season 4 -0.000769 -0.003408 0.0014161 0.0007269 0.0053683
(0.001) (0.005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.006)
Dummy fbrshock, cuznentyear, season 1 -0 A76518 -0.093278 -0.894238
(0233) (0364) (0A39)
Dum my fDr shock, cuzrentyear, season 2 0.4592265 03583756 0.127267 0 A623188 -2.75326
(0193) (0.485) (0300) (0283) (0.828)
Dummy for shock, cuzezntyear, season 3
Dummy firshock,cuentyear,season4 -04 A11497 -0.023197 0.1107528 -2134331
(0378) (0531) (0362) (0520)
Dum my f~r shock, pastyear, season 1 02208379 0.1403303 -0.037784 02016122 3537023
(0208) (0 A29) (0183) (0262) (1107)
Dummy fbrshock,pastyear, season2 -0.0745 0-5705816 -0.037784 -0.133787 -2.962664
(0 119) (1.027) (0183) (0204) (0911)
Dummy for shock,pastyear, season3 -031524 0.4587139 -1324416 -0.124188 -3387585
(0245) (1366) (0384) (0386) (1389)
Dum m y fbr shock, pastyear, season 4 -0.720612 0.7792504 -1.74257 1238107
(0267) (0A37) (0.408) (1274)
Numberofobservatbns 976 614 607
S tandamd enorms i pamntheses
Fu]lspecfbatbn hichdes yeardumm hs, regbn dumm is.
Results iepoduced fmm Dufb & Udry (2003)
Chapter 2
Limited Commitment, Individual
Savings and Risk Aversion
2.1 Introduction
The concept of self-enforcing insurance contracts have received considerable attention in the litera-
ture in recent years, given their ability to explain important features in the pattern of consumption
and transfers in village economies1 .
For the most part, the theoretical literature has adopted a framework where households do not
have access to an intertemporal technology, and therefore must consume all of their earnings at
each point in time. For many village environments, this assumption is unrealistic. Agricultural
households usually have the means to store a part of their produce after each harvest. In addition,
some household assets may be used in the production process. For example, seeds may be stored
for planting in the following season. If incomes are subject to seasonal variations or uncertainty,
households have strong incentives to make use of these intertemporal technologies. Therefore, it is
natural to develop the existing theoretical framework along these dimensions.
This paper extends the basic theoretical framework along one dimension: it is assumed that
individuals have access to a riskless intertemporal technology; but the production technology does
not rely on the level of existing assets. This extension reveals an additional purpose of saving/dis-
saving which is relevent if households are engaged in a self-enforcing insurance agreement; but not
when the first-best agreement is enforceable or when households live in autarky. If risk-aversion
decreases with wealth, then having individuals save less today will increase their aversion to autarky,
'For example, Ligon, Thomas and Worrall (2002) find, using Indian village data, that a model of limited com-
mnitment (i.e. of self-enforcing insurance contracts) can explain the consumption path of households more effectively
than either the full insurance or the autarkic model. Fafchamps (1999) argue that the practice of gift-giving and
informal credit in rural societies have important similaries with the predictions of the limited commitment model.
and therefore the largest transfer they can be asked to make within a self-enforcing agreement.
Thus, dis-saving becomes a devise to increase future commitment to an agreement. The opposite
is true if risk-aversion increases with wealth; and the effect disappears altogether in the case of
constant absolute risk aversion.
In mathematical terms, limited commitment introduces an additional term to the right-hand
side of the standard Euler equation; and the sign and magnitude of the term is directly related to
the rate at which risk-aversion changes with the level of wealth.
The corollary of this result is that whenever risk aversion changes with the level of wealth, and
the first-best contract is not enforceable, it is possible to achieve a higher level of utility with an
agreement on both transfers and saving than with an agreement on transfers only. Equivalently,
a group of households can achieve better risk-sharing when they can monitor each others' assets.
Furthermore, at each point in time, the constrained efficient agreement would specify savings that
are lower (higher) than what individuals with decreasing (increasing) risk aversion would choose
on their own, given the future contingent transfers specified by the agrement.
The paper further argues that this effect of limited commitment on saving is especially large
for the borderline poor, who face a positive risk of experiencing acute distress - e.g. homelessness
or death in the family - without the agreement and therefore are very committed to a mutual
insurance agreement which protects them from such distress. If these households or individuals
accumulate wealth, then this positive risk of acute distress would diminish rapidly and so would their
commitment to an insurance agreement. Therefore, the constrained efficient insurance agreement
would force these individuals to save significantly less than what they would choose to do if the
decision were left to them. In this manner, the informal insurance agreement presents a formidable
obstacle to escaping asset poverty.
The remainder of the paper proceeeds as follows. Section 2.2 discusses the related literature.
The model is introduced in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 provides a characterisation of subgame per-
fect equilibria of the game. Section 2.5 analyses the pareto-optimal equilibria for the case where
individuals or households have finite lives. Section 2.6 concludes.
2.2 Related Literature
The idea of limited commitment as a basis of mutual insurance has been explored and devel-
oped extensively in the literature; it was first formalised in Kimball (1988) in the context of farm
households in a rural community. Coate and Ravallion (1993) characterised the conditions under
which the first-best insurance can be implemented under limited commitment. Kocherlakota (1996)
provided a characterisation of constrained efficient agreements, and examined their long-run dy-
namics. Gauthier, Poitevin and Gonzalez (1997) showed that if agents have the ability to make
ex-ante payments, this can lead to improved efficiency for self-enforcing agreements. Ligon, Thomas
and Worrall (2001) showed that the constrained efficient agreements are characterised by a simple
updating rule; specifically, that for each state of nature, there is a time-invariant interval for the
ratio of marginal utilities; and in each period, the ratio of marginal utilities adjusts by the smallest
amount necessary to bring it into the current interval.
Fafchamps (1999) argued that the theoretical characteristics of informal insurance under limited
commitment correspond closely to the empirical evidence on gift-giving and informal credit in
rural societies. For example, Udry (1994) finds that the terms of repayment of informal credit
in rural Nigeria is affected by both shocks to the creditor and the debtor; which corresponds to
the characteristics of informal insurance under limited commitment. Ligon, Thomas and Worrall
(2002) test the limited commitment model using Indian village data and find that it can explain
the consumption path of households more effectively than either the full insurance or the autarkic
model.
The framework for informal insurance under limited commitment has also been discussed in
the context of intra-household bargaining. Recent empirical research has shown that consumption
and production within the household, in a large number of cases, do not match the implications
of pareto efficiency; and the idea of limited commitment is an intuitively appealing constraint
to introduce to the pareto efficient model of the household. Duflo and Udry (2004) study the
responsiveness of household expenditures on various goods to different types of shocks, using data
from agricultural households in C6te d'Ivoire, and find that it fails the test of pareto efficiency, but
correspond broadly to the implications of a model of mutual insurance under limited commitment.
In theoretical work, Ligon (2003) developed an axiomatic approach to intra-household bargaining
where the Nash bargaining solution is modified to capture the idea of limited commitment. Wahhaj
(2005) showed that the result of co-movement in the consumption of agents, which characterises
the model of informal insurance under limited commitment, breaks down when public goods are
introduced to the setting, public goods arguably being important in the context of intra-household
bargaining.
The theoretical literature discussed thus far have generally assumed, for simplicity, that no
intertemporal technology is available in the economy, such that in each period the output had
to be consumed in the same period. Ligon, Thomas and Worrall (2000) relaxed this assumption
and considered the welfare effects of an improvement in the intertemporal technology; in addition,
they show that, under limited commitment, the intertemporal savings decision satisfies a 'modified'
Euler equation; such that the mariginal rate of substitution between any two periods may be larger
or smaller than the marginal rate of transformation. In this paper, we study a setting very similar
to that in Ligon, Thomas and Worrall (2000) and establish that the gap between the marginal
rate of substitution and the marginal rate of transformation under limited commitment depends
on the rate at which risk aversion changes with wealth for the agent; in addition, we consider
the implications of this result for the consumption path of poor and rich agents under limited
commitment.
2.3 The Model
We consider an environment where two individuals A and B, receive an uncertain income in each
period, t = 1, 2...T (although A and B will be referred to as individuals throughout the paper,
they can also be regarded as households). In each period, there are S possible states of the world;
and the probability of each state s equals 7rs, with ES•, 7r, = 1; i.e. the distribution of states
is independantly and identically distributed over time. The income earned by person i when the
realised state is s is denoted y'. In addition, each person has access to an intertemporal technology
whereby p units of the good stored at the end of period t is transformed into 1 unit in period t + 1.
Individuals also have the means to transfer some of their savings or income to each other in each
period. The exact sequence of events within each period is as follows:
(i) the state of nature s is realised and each individual receives her income for the period yi;
(ii) each person chooses an amount Tr > 0 to transfer to the other;
(iii) each person allocates available resources between consumption c > 0 and saving, k' > 0.
Assuming that it is not possible to hold negative assets, we must have
1
-k~z y ++1' +,rt+ ct-1 + Ys + Ttz < k%p
Person i's preferences over different streams are given by the following expression:
T
t=1
where u'() is increasing and strictly concave.
Since u'() is concave, individuals prefer to smooth consumption across time and over different
states of the world. They have two means of doing so; by engaging in precautionary saving using the
intertemporal technology, and by participating in a mutual insurance agreement. The remaining
sections consider these possibilities.
Before considering mutual insurance agreements, we introduce some terms and notation that
will be used later in the analysis. Let ht = (s8, S2, ... , St) denote a particular history of realised
states up to and including period t. Let 7-t denote the set of all possible histories of states in
period t.
Definition 2.1 An allocation is a complete plan for transfers and savings by A and B contingent
on the history of states.
An allocation can be described by A= {kA(ht),k B (ht),TA (ht),T B (ht)}t 1..T; such that if
the history of realised states in period t is ht, then person A should transfer 7A (ht) to B during
period t and have savings of kA (ht) at the end of the period. Similarly, the level of transfers and
saving to be made by B are given by TB (ht) and kB (ht) respectively. An allocation implicitly
defines a consumption stream if we assume that whatever assets are not saved at the end of a
period will be consumed. Then the consumption stream {c A (ht) , c (ht)}t=..T is given by
1. lkt i (ht) 7kCB(ht) i AB.ct (ht) = -k z1 (ht- 1) + y + Tt_ (ht) - rT (ht) - k (ht) , i = A, B
p
where s is the realised state in period t.
Note that an allocation is not equivalent to a complete strategy profile because the actions
that it specifies are not contingent on the history of past actions, which can also be part of the
information available to both individuals at any point in time. We shall also sometimes refer to an
allocation as an "agreement on transfers and savings", as opposed to an "agreement on transfers"
which is defined below.
Definition 2.2 An agreement on transfers is a plan for transfers to be made by A and B to each
other contingent on the history of states.
An agreement on transfers can be described by T = { (ht) , rTB (ht)}•L=1..T Such an agreement
does not specify what portions of their assets individuals should consume and save at the end of the
period. In other words, an agreement on transfers is more lax than an agreement on transfers and
saving in that it allows individuals to choose the level of saving independently. If it is not possible
to monitor the level of saving, then individuals would have to engage in mutual insurance using an
agreement on transfers only.
(Define U i zI, {T A , T}T 1) as the maximum utility person i can obtain, given initial assets
z' (after period 1 income has been received) and an agreement on transfers { TA, 1 , which is
obeyed by both individuals 2 . Then, U (zi, {T A TB}T=1 ) is given by the following programme:
U zi, 1 = max ui (ci) + E tui (ci (ht))
t=2..T
For legibility, we will often use a more abbreviated notation for such an agreement on transfers: {r- }.
subject to
c + pk%+ r z' + <-
1~c (ht) + k(ht) + ±r (ht) -k • (ht_ 1) + yz + T-(ht)
P
for t = 2..T, ht - Ht
Using 0 to denote the absence of an agreement, Uf (z i , ¢) denotes the maximum expected
utility person i can achieve in autarky given initial resources z .
We define I (zi, {}) as the amount of money person i would be willing to forego in the
current period, given assets z i , to participate in a scheme which prescribes transfers TT t } in
future periods. Thus if the transfers provide insurance (i.e. dictates a higher level of net transfer
for higher income realisations), then I (zi, {Ht}) is a measure of the risk-aversion of person i at
wealth level zi . If a transfers scheme { } specifies net transfers I (z i, {T }) from person i in
period 1 followed by T{ t, we have, by definition,
U) (zi, {tI) - Uý (zi) 0
This equation will frequently appear in our analysis since it will hold whenever the participation
constraint is binding for person i for a particular allocation of resources (and the future allocation
of resources can be represented by an agreement on transfers). We will, in particular, be interested
in the effect of additional saving by person i on a binding participation constraint, which is the
subject of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1 :Given a transfers scheme {7 , if T (s) - -i (S) = I zi, T for some s,(z t I t=2) o oes
then
aU) zi, { 9U (z, ) - Uf (i, {} aI zi{
az azi (Tr (s) zi
The first-term on the right-side is the effect on person i's utility of making an additional unit
of transfer in period 1, state s and is always negative. The second term is the effect of additional
wealth on the 'premium' that individual i is willing to pay in period t to participate in a future
transfers scheme { }T=. If the transfers scheme provides insurance, then the premium depends
on the degree of risk aversion of individual i; and the sign of the second term depends on how risk
aversion changes with the level of wealth.
2.4 Characterisation of Subgame-perfect Allocations
In this section, we characterise allocations and agreements on transfers that can be supported in
a subgame perfect equilibrium. These characterisations will be used later to analyse constrained
efficient agreements. The results in this section are based on the techniques developed in Abreu
(1988) and closely follows the reasoning behind a similar proposition in Kocherlakota (1996).
Proposition 2.1 : An allocation A = {k' (ht) , 7' (ht) }i=AB;t=1..T and the associated consumption
stream {c (ht)}l,th, can be obtained in a subgame perfect equilibrium if and only if it satisfies the
following conditions:
00
u (c~ (he)) + E u (c. (he)) > U (k -1 (ht-1) + Tt (ht) + y', 0) (2.1)
e=t+l
i E {A,B},Vht E -tt,t= 1..oo
where ct (ht) = -k, (ht-1) + y +t r (ht) - 7i (ht) - kt (ht).
The conditions ensure that for each person i, after each possible history, the expected utility
obtained from the consumption path specified by the allocation is at least as large as the maximum
expected utility that can be obtained under autarky (after person i has received the transfers
due to him in that period). The reasoning behind the proposition is briefly sketched here. The
proof can be found in the Appendix. If a particular allocation is obtained in a subgame perfect
equilibrium, then it must satisfy the conditions above; if it does not hold for some individual after
some history, she could improve her expected utility by deviating to the autarkic strategy in that
subgame. Conversely, if an allocation satisfies the conditions specified above, then a strategy profile
along the following lines would be subgame perfect: each individual, after each possible history,
chooses transfers and savings as specified by the allocation; if any individual deviates at a point in
time, then he receives no transfers thereafter. As the cost of deviation is autarky, which cannot be
utility-improving by construction, this strategy profile is subgame perfect.
We also consider allocations that can be obtained in a subgame perfect equilibrium when the
strategy space is restricted to 'asset-blind' strategies; i.e. strategies which may be contingent on
the history of shocks and transfers but not the level of saving made by other individuals. When
individuals are using 'asset-blind' strategies, one may choose to save as much or as little as one
wishes in any period. Therefore, an allocation obtained in a subgame perfect equilibrium using
'asset-blind' strategies will be called an 'agreement on transfers' as opposed to an 'agreement on
transfers and saving'. In the next section, we provide a characterisation of constrained efficient
agreements on transfers, which will be used later to analyse constrained efficient agreements on
transfers and savings. However, agreements on transfers can be of interest in their own right; for,
under many circumstances, the level of individual savings may not be publicly observable.
It is possible to characterise the set of allocations that can be obtained in subgame perfect
equilibria using asset-blind strategies by adding a set of 'Euler' conditions to those specified in
Proposition 2.1. As strategies do not depend on saving decisions, individuals can choose to save as
they wish without being penalised:
Proposition 2.2 : An allocation A = {k' (ht) , T- (ht) }i,t,h, and the associated consumption stream
{ c (ht) }i,t,h, can be obtained in a subgame perfect equilibrium with asset-blind strategies if and only
if it satisfies the following conditions:
0O
-- (c' (ht)) + ýMt U' (c (h,)) U t t--1 (ht-1) + " -r (ht) + y5, 9) (2.2)
e=t+l
pUi' (ct (ht)) 3 E [ui (c (ht+i)) ht] (2.3)
i e {A,B},Vht E t, t = 1..oo
where c' (ht) = .kt_ 1 (ht-1)+ y _+ti (ht) -rT (ht) - k (ht) and (2.3) is satisfied with strict equality
if k (ht) > 0.
The intuition behind this result is as follows. If an allocation specifies a consumption stream that
does not satisfy the 'Euler' condition for some individual, after some history (or in other words, the
marginal rate of intertemporal substitution is not equal to the marginal rate of transformation), this
individual could improve expected utility by choosing a different level of saving, without changing
the prescribed transfers. As the strategies are asset-blind, such a deviation cannot carry a penalty.
Therefore, if an allocation is to be obtained in a subgame perfect equilibrium using asset-blind
strategies, it must satisfy the Euler conditions. Conversely, if the consumption stream specified by
an allocation satisfies the 'Euler' condition for each individual, in each period, it is not possible
for an individual to improve expected utility through a change in the savings decisions alone; as
the savings, by construction, are optimal given the income streams and conditional transfers. In
addition, using an argument similar to that made in the case of the previous proposition, it is not
possible to improve utility through a deviation involving transfers alone. Using the Single-Deviation
rule, we can then argue that the allocation can be obtained in a subgame perfect equilibrium using
asset-blind strategies only.
2.5 Constrained Efficient Agreements
In this section, we consider constrained efficient agreements between A and B, for a game that
lasts for a finite number of periods. As the game lasts a finite number of periods, it is necessary to
assume the existence of an exogenous mechanism that ensures some level of commitment with an
agreement. Without such a mechanism, individuals would have no incentive to make transfers in
the final period; and consequently, it would not be possible obtain insurance in the earlier periods
eithers. For analytical simplicity, it is assumed for this example that individuals who violate an
agreement during the final period of their lives can be punished severely; such that there is full
commitment in this period. No such mechanism is available during the earlier periods, such that
compliance with an agreement can be obtained only with the threat of autarky in subsequent
periods.
The main insights in this paper can be captured in a three-period repetition of the stage game.
Therefore, we first analyse and provide results for constrained efficient agreements for such a game.
Section 2.5.4 extends the analysis to a finite horizon game of length T > 3.
2.5.1 Two-Period Continuation Game
In any constrained efficient agreement for the three-period game, the continuation agreements be-
ginning in period 2 must also be constrained efficient. As argued in Ligon, Thomas and Worrall
(2001), if any continuation agreement is not constrained efficient, it is possible to replace this con-
tinuation agreement by another which is Pareto dominating; and thus weakly relax all participation
constraints. Then if the original agreement were feasible, so would be the new one and it would
pareto-dominate the first. Therefore, we first characterise constrained efficient agreements for the
continuation game beginning in period 2, and use this characterisation to analyse constrained effi-
cient agreements for the three-period game.
Define V2 (kA, k , U) as the maximum utility that person B can obtain in an equilibrium of this
subgame, if person A must receive a utility of at least U; and the level of savings for A and B at
the beginning of the period are given by kA and kB. Then V2 (kA, kB, U) is given by the following
programme:
V2 (kA, kB', U) =
max E [uB (cB ) + ,3uB (cB)]k j r S s
s, s}sES~jE{A.B}
subject to
A E[uA (CA) +3UA (CA)]> s U
7r, 0 u i (c6) + ,3Eui (Cisr) Ui (k i + y + §_-i,) ,Vs 6 S,i i {A,B}
where c = k + ys - 7- + r- - pk, Cr =- k + yr - T r • , i E {A, B}.
The first constraint ensures that person A receives an expected utility of at least U. The
second set of constraints correspond to the conditions stated in Proposition 2.1 for subgame perfect
equilibria3 . From the first-order conditions of the programme we obtain the following equations.
uI ' (cB ) _ uBI' (c) A + 0
uA (CA) - A (A ) A 1+ o
E &' (cir)
ui, (c)
The first equation says that the ratio of marginal utilities in this equilibrium will be fixed across
periods 2 and 3. The second equation states that the expected marginal rate of substitution will
equal the marginal rate of transformation, p for each person between periods 2 and 3. These
results are the same as those obtained for the full-insurance model and hold here because we have
effectively assumed full insurance in period 3.
On the other hand, in period 2, the ratio of marginal utilities can vary across states. In states
where both participation constraints are slack, i.e. OA = OB = 0, we obtain As = A. If the
constraint binds for B but is slack for A, i.e. OB > 0, OA = 0 then As = < A; and similarly, if
the constraint binds for A but is slack for B, then As = A + A > A. The participation constraints
of both individuals will not bind in any state as long as some allocation other than autarky is
subgame perfect. This parallels the well-known result in the literature on informal insurance under
limited commitment, (discussed in Kocherlaka 1996 and Ligon, Thomas and Worrall 2001 among
others) that the ratio of marginal utilities is more favourable to an individual in the states where
his participation constraint is binding.
Using the Envelope Theorem, we obtain the following conditions:
a9V2  0i, i FU. , TUi)]
= A- Eu- (C) + 7• s8OU1 (ct) -- (k' + y' + , i = A, B
8
8 V2 2 --A
aU
where A = A for i = A and A' = 1 for i = B.
Note that we can write the continuation utility to person i from a two-period agreement after
state s has been realised in the first period as ULJ (ki + y {r} . Then, using Lemma 2.1( {.3t=2
obtained in section 2.3, we can rewrite the Envelope conditions as follows:
3We may ask whether we can innocuously drop the term r-- from the expression on the right-hand side of person
i's particpation constraint by assuming that in the transfers scheme only one person is making (non-zero) transfers to
the other at any point in time. The answer is no. The reason is that a person who is required to make zero transfers
after some history may still pocket the transfers that are due to him and then exit the agreement at the savings stage.
He will then receive a utility of U2 (k' + y' + r •, 0) as in the programme.
V 0 a2.4)=v AEui' (c) - 0 k' + Y , ýr J= , i = A, B (2.4)
akEi ) ,S &T, Oi + t
S
The main insight in this paper is captured in this equation. The equation represents the increase
in person B's expected utility from an additional unit of saving at the start of period 2 by person
i, keeping A's expected utility constant at U. For the first-best agreement, this would simply
be equal to the expected marginal utility of B in period 2. However, if person i's participation
constraints are binding for some states in period 2, then raising her initial level of saving will also
affect the maximum transfers that she is willing to pay out in those states; this effect depends on
the magnitude of th term ki + ( ii {-t= 3) the change in person B's insurance premium forthe magnitude of!the term azi (k + Y, 5Ht=
the insurance provided by the period 3 transfers {tJ ,which is precisely the maximum amountt- jt=37
she is willing to pay in period 2 in state s.
It is straightforward to show that the sign and magnitude of this expression depends on
whether the Bernoulli utility function, u' (.) exhibits constant, decreasing or increasing absolute
aI(ii i 1=3 ) = 0. And, similarly,
risk aversion. For constant absolute risk aversion, (ki + Y, = 0. And, similarly,
for decreasing and increasing absolute risk aversion, we obtain i + Yi, t=2 < 0 and
OI (ki y•,{I t=2) > 0 respectively. These results are derivated in Lemma 2.2 in the appendix.
2.5.2 Constrained Efficient Agreements for T=3
Define V3 (kA, kB, U) as the maximum utility that person B can obtain in an equilibrium of the
three-period game, if person A must receive a utility of at least U; and the level of savings for A
and B at the beginning of the period are given by kA and kB. Then 1/3 (kA, kB, U) is given by the
following programme.
V3 (kA, kB, U) = (2.5)
max E [u" (c•) + OV2 (k,A k , U,)]
kA kB,.rA,_rB,[U.,.,,S
8 9 .
s.t
A E uA (CA) + U > U
O u" (c) + V2 (kA, kf , 3) _ (k + y + T , Vs E S (2.6)
9 A .UA (A) + U>U .: 4 ikA + A±TB, S)
S UA (C A  s U A (k A  sA + , ), Vs E S (2.7)
where c' = kz+ys+T-i (pk + -± ); the variables { kA , kB , TA }, sjS describe, for each possible
state of thr world in period 1, the prescribed savings and transfers by each individual, and Us is the
promised utility to person A in the continuation game. Then, the solution to the programme for
V2 (k A , k , Us), as analysed previously, would determine the state contingent savings and transfers
during the second and third periods of the game. The conditions in (2.6) and (2.7) correspond to
the conditions in Proposition 2.1 at t = 1.
From the first-order conditions for the constrained maximisation problem in (2.5), we obtain
the following conditions, for each s E S,
B(CB V2pu' (c8 ) = kB(2.8)
S
pAsuA' (c A ) = - --a  (2.9)
S
V2 u B (cB)
- u(C) -As (2.10)DUs uA, Ac )
where As =- 7+
Substituting for y2 in (2.8) and (2.9), using the equations in (2.4) derived above, we obtainOk"
it 0i i O ai• is  A A~
pu' (cA) = Eu' (c) - - i9 (kA + y { t=3) , i AB (2.11)
.9S s
where A' = As for i = A and A = 1 for i = B.
These equations are equivalent to the standard Euler condition except for the additional term
on the right-hand side. This term is non-zero if the participation constraint is binding for person
i in period 2 for some state r and 0 (ki + yT, {T} t=3) # 0; furthermore, since the insurance
premium Pi (k i + yi, {r }t=3) depends on person i's aversion to risk, the size and the magnitude
of the additional term in the Euler condition depends on how absolute risk aversion changes with
wealth for person i. In particular, we can establish the following result.
Proposition 2.3 : Given a constrained efficient allocation A = {k' (ht), rI (ht)}i=A,B;t=l..T and
the associated consumption stream {ct (ht) }i=A,B,t=1..T, if the participation constraint binds in some
state in period 2 for individual i, then the marginal utilities satisfy the following conditions for each
s E S:
(i) puB, (cB (s)) < /EuBI (cB (s, r) Is) if i has decreasing absolute risk aversion
(ii) puB' (c B (s)) > 3EuB' (c B (s, r) Is) if i has increasing absolute risk aversion
If i has constant absolute risk aversion or his participation constraint is slack in all states in
period 2, then puB' (cB (s)) = 3EuB' (cB (s, r) Is).
An immediate collorary of Proposition 2.3 is that for an agent with decreasing (increasing)
absolute risk aversion, in period 1 the constrained efficient agreement prescribes a level of saving
that is less (more) than what is optimal under a full commitment agreement that prescribes the
same contingent transfers. A formal statement and proof of this collorary can be found in the
appendix.
According to Proposition 2.3, if an individual's aversion to risk does not change with the level
of wealth, then in the constrained efficient agreement his savings decision is determined by the
standard Euler equation. We know from Proposition 2.2 that if an allocation satisfies the partic-
ipation constraints and the Euler condition for each individual after each possible history, then it
can be obtained in a subgame perfect equilibrium using asset-blind strategies. Therefore, a con-
strained efficient allocation can be obtained using asset-blind strategies if and only if all individuals
exhibit constant absolute risk aversion. On the other hand, if risk aversion changes with the level of
wealth for any individual, then his consumption path in the constrained efficient agreement will not
satisfy the Euler condition; and consequently the agreement cannot be obtained using asset-blind
strategies. We have thus established the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4 : A constrained efficient allocation can be replicated using an agreement on trans-
fers if and only if A and B both have constant absolute risk aversion.
Proposition 2.4 addresses the question whether, in the context of an informal insurance agree-
ment among a group of individuals or households, there are any benefits from being able to monitor
the savings decisions by agents. If there are no means to monitor these decisions, then we are able
to use only asset-blind strategies to implement an agreement. Proposition 2.4 states that if agents
have constant absolute risk aversion, then we can use asset-blind strategies to implement any
constrained efficient agreement; and therefore there are no additional benefits from being able to
monitor agents' savings. On the other hand, if agents' risk aversion changes with wealth, a con-
strained efficient agreement cannot be attained using asset-blind strategies and therefore there are
possible gains from being able to monitor savings by agents.
This result has some parallels with the finding in Rogerson (1985), for a model of repeated
moral hazard, that if an agent's saving are unobservable/noncontractable, this is welfare-reducing.
Here, we establish that the same is true under limited commitment if risk aversion changes with
wealth; but that if preferences exhibit constant absolute risk aversion, an agent's incentives to save
are aligned with those of a social planner.
2.5.3 Decreasing Risk-Aversion and Poverty
In this section, we consider a particular setting where the results obtained in the previous section,
relating risk-aversion and the intertemporal saving decision under limited commitment, are likely
to be important.
We assume that there is a discontinuity in the utility function, such that individuals experience
a large disutility when consumption falls below a particular threshold. This threshold can be
interpreted as the level of expenditures necessary to provide for one's basic necessities such as food,
shelter, heating, etc.; and expenditures below this level would adversely affect one's health, perhaps
even posing a threat to one's own life or that of a family member. Therefore, if an individual faces
a positive risk of experiencing consumption below the threshold, he or she would be willing to pay
a large premium to participate in an agreement that insures him against his income shocks.
Formally, we assume that the Bernoulli utility function takes the following form:
u (c) = -e-rc I [1+ X (c < E)]
where I (c < E) is an indicator function, which takes a value of 1 if c < E and 0 otherwise. For small
risks, the utility function exhibits constant absolute risk aversion but there is a discontinuity of
size X at E. Suppose the individual has wealth w and, as before, faces stochastic income yr which
depends on the state of nature r E S, and the probability that state r is realised is 7r.. Define I (w)
as the maximum insurance premium that the individual is willing to pay for a scheme that replaces
his stochastic income with a certain income of 9 = Eyr. Therefore, I (w) is given by
argmax{I : u(w+- - I(w)) > Eu(w + yr)}
To simplify the analysis, we restrict attention to wealth levels, w which satisfy
-e - > rre-r(w+Yr) - 7rr (1 + X) e-r(w+yr)
rES(w) rýS(w)
where S (w) = {s E S : w + ys > E}. Then, there is some I < w + 9 - E which solves
= ,er(w±P-I(w)) = - E 7rre'w', - 7rr (1 + X) e-r(w+yr)
rES(w) rýS(w)
That is, the maximum insurance premium I (w) leaves the individual with above-the-threshold
consumption. Multiplying both sides by erm, and rearranging, we obtain
-_ 7rrV -ryr )= - - 7rr x e- Yr
rES rýS(w)
Then, the only term on the right-hand side that changes with w is ErýS(w) wre-rYr. Since the
probability that consumption will fall below the critical level in autarky decreases with wealth, we
obtain the result that I (w) is (weakly) decreasing in w if minr (w + Yr) < c and I (w) is unchanging
in w if not.
Intuitively, if the individual has a low level of wealth, he faces a positive risk of experiencing
consumption below the threshold E without insurance. Given the disutility associated with con-
sumption below the threshold, he is willing to pay a large amount of money to avoid the risk. As his
wealth increases, the probability of falling below the threshold declines and so does his willingness
to pay for insurance. When he is sufficiently wealthy, he no longer faces a risk of experiencing
consumption below the threshold; and therefore the insurance premium is independent of this risk.
Consequently, the insurance premium is less sensitive to changes in wealth for rich individuals than
for poor individuals. In our particular example, the insurance premium does not change at all as
the Bernoulli utility function exhibits constant absolute risk aversion for small risks.
For these preferences, the results in the previous section imply increasing inequality in con-
sumption in the precise sense to be defined below. Suppose individual i's savings at the end of
period 1 is sufficiently low that his consumption in some states in the subsequent periods would
fall below the threshold i in autarky. Then, given the analysis in this section, individual i exhibits
decreasing absolute risk aversion. Therefore, according to Proposition 2.3, the consumption path
for person i in the subsequent periods satisfies the inequality
puZ' (cs) < /Esu i' (c.r) (2.12)
On the other hand, an individual j whose wealth at the end of period 1 is sufficiently high that
his consumption in autarky would remain above the threshold in autarky exhibits constant absolute
risk aversion. Therefore his consumption path satisfies the standard Euler condition:
puy' (ci) = E7u 3 ' (cr) (2.13)
Dividing (2.12) by (??), we obtain
u' (ce) Esu' (cr) (2.14)
.< (2.14)
In words, the ratio of marginal utilities in period 1 is smaller than the ratio of expected marginal
utilities in period 2. In this sense the allocation of resources for consumption in the constrained
efficient agreement increasingly favours the wealthier individual over time.
Although the individual savings at the end of period 1 are endogenous to the agreement, it
is straightforward to show that they are increasing in the level of initial assets: a higher level of
assets at the beginning of period 1 makes autarky more attractive; participation constraints will
be tighter and consequently the individual will have to be promised a higher level of continuation
utility when the state of nature is realised in period 1. Now, a higher level of promised utility
going into period 2 means that the individual is more committed to the continuation agreement.
Therefore, he is also given a greater share of total assets at the end of period 1.
2.5.4 Constrained Efficient Agreements for T>3
It is straightforward to extend the analysis to the case where T > 3. If Vn (kA, kB, U) defines the
Pareto frontier of continuation agreements in period T - n (i.e. when n periods remain in the
game) that can be supported in a subgame perfect equilibrium, then the sequence of functions for
nr = 3, ... T satisfy the following relationship:
Vn (kA, k•B, U) = (2.15)
max E [u" (ce) + 3Vs- (k, k, •Us)]A S A{ks ,k.•r ,rf ,•,Us}.•s
s.t
A : E [A (cA) +I3Us] > U
O • UB (c) + ±/V 1 (k , k, Us) Ž u( k( + y + Us, ,Vs S
O A (cS) +n ( kA Ys , ,Vs E S
where ci = ki + Y+ Ts- (k + )
We obtain the following equations using the Envelope theorem:
=1  EuBt (c) + ir9[B' (c) (kB + yB +r  A)] (2.16)
003_B (Ak B
Vn= AEuAt (cA)+ 1,rsO [At (cA) - A  A + , (2.17)
ok ( - C OkA (kA + YS +
We cannot proceed as in the previous section to determine the sign of the last term of the right-
hand side of equations (2.16) and (2.17), because in period T - n, where n > 1, the continuation
agreement differs from autarky not only in that the agreement prescribes contingent transfers but
also because it may require individuals to save more or less than what is individually optimal.
To compare continuation values from an agreement and from autarky, we define u zi, k }, {l tt)tt=1 t=1
as the maximum expected utility to person i from an agreement that specifies transfers and sav-
ings during the first n periods, followed by a continuation agreement on transfers only; i.e. the
.T -kn
agreement prescribes transfers {t t=1, and savings k t=1 during the first n periods, which are
potentially different from the saving path that is optimal given {t=r . Then, if the solution to
the programme above is given by k} t=l' t=l , then the continuation utility to person i,
after state s is realised in period T - n, can be written as
( i + T-2 ITt=T-n+l 7 t=T-n
since the level of saving in the last two periods are always individually optimal. It is straightforward
to show, using the Envelope theorem, that
dUzt /IT (2
7 U k± . jT ± 2 U.Tdki k' +Y t t= T-n+l t t= T-nr) (CS (2.18)
where c' is the level of consumption allocated to person i in the agreement after state s is realised
in period T - n. Then, substituting for ui' (c ) in (2.16) and (2.17) using (2.18), we obtain
dVA
Ly (kA, k, U)
dVk A
= Eu__ ((B)+ . k. , k , - (kU +ý + YB
- E sAd ds  Ak YsB t=T-n+Tl1 t=T - 0k A (kB y 5--
= AEuAt c ) + onA kA A t=T2-n+1 t=) akA (kA + +
sSES8 dATn
For n = 3, we can rewrite equation (2.19) as follows:
djV (kA, kB, U)dAB = EuB' (c B )
+ E u
sES
sES
d~BT B , 57.ýj T
-3<. B,< (,k. t
dUB (kB T-2) - kB + )]
(kB +y, t=T-1 B (kB + yB + T,
I.dkB + T-1) , all On"
The last term on the right-hand side is the same as that obtained in Section 2.5 for the two-period
continuation agreement, and we can substitute it, using Lemma 2.1, with an expression involving
the insurance premium. The second-last term on the right-hand side can also be expressed in terms
of the insurance premium using the following equation, which is derived in the appendix.
dN_ -(BB B,, , dU _(kB =a, . (,-k
dkB k S'2 tt=T~ 2  dkB k+ Y8 {t t=T1) 3ZO-1,s0 .&B (kZBdkB B + T-l' oTB-20z(k +2y , kT27 I'=T-2) - k dU3=- ,"zk (2.22)
Thus, substituting for the last two terms on the right-hand side of equation (2.21) using Lemma
(2.21)
+By, {}
2.1 and equation (2.22), we obtain
dkB
~(kA, kBU) = Eu 'I(c )
T
-2 (s) TB-I (s, r) kOUT1  ( + yr, {})
sES rES T-1
- T-2 (S) &Ba k +Y ty==-1
where 0' (ht) is the value of the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier for person i's participation constraint in
period t following history ht.
This equation can be interpreted in the same manner as the Envelope condition for the con-
tinuation agreement in the penultimate period, derived in the preceding section. It represents the
increase in person B's expected utility from an additional unit of saving at the start of period
T - 2 by B, keeping A's expected utility constant at U. For the first-best agreement, this would be
equal to the increase in person B's expected marginal utility in period T - 2, given by Eu ' (cB).
However, in the constrained efficient agreement, raising person B's initial wealth will also affect her
future participation constraints, if the premium she is willing to pay for future insurance changes
with wealth; the last term on the right-hand side represents the effect on participation constraints
that bind in period T - 2; and the second term represents the effect on the constraints that bind
in period T - 1.
Applying the procedure used to obtain the intertemporal condition above recursively, we obtain
the following general result:
T-1
d~n (kA, kB, U) Eu (cr ) vt-1-n,t E B ) J B + yB, {})___ -' (kdkB - EuBI - (ht) 9-B k B (t t=T-n ht E-t
T-1 -' W
dn(kAk kB ,U) = AEuA (cA)  t-1 E A-nt A (kA A
t=T-n ht E- t t
B t
where OTn,t (ht) = 7H 0 (hjhT-n), and h7Iht is the history of the first r periods contained
?I=T-n
in ht. This result is similar to that obtained for the three-period model. It says that, for the
constrained efficient agreement, an extra unit of saving by person B after any history will affect
all future binding constraints for person B, depending on whether the insurance premium increases
or decreases with wealth. Then, using the first-order conditions to the maximisation problem in
(2.15), we obtain the equivalent of the Euler equation:
T-1
u ~ Q- (C;!'rj) = Eu' (C 1 T1 T- U 0.u i At
8 t=T-n ItETt
where i = {A, B}, AA = A, AB = 1. The equivalent of propositions 2.3 and 2.4 can then be
obtained following the same arguments used for the three-period model.
2.6 Conclusion
In this paper we anaylsed self-enforcing insurance agreements among individuals who have the
means to save independently. We showed that if risk aversion changes with the level of wealth,
then the constrained optimal agreement would require individuals to save at a rate different from
that which is individually optimal given the contingent transfers prescribed by the agreement.
Of particular interest is the case where individuals have decreasing absolute risk aversion; then
the constrained optimal agreement would tend to depress saving to increase commitment to the
agreement in future periods. Then the levels of saving observed in the economy would be lower
than that predicted by the standard model of competitive equilibrium.
The reason is that in this economy saving carries an additional cost in that it reduces commit-
ment and thus the scope for future insurance. We argue that this cost is especially high in the case
of individuals or households who face a significant risk of falling into acute poverty. These individ-
uals would be willing to pay a large premium for insurance against income shocks and are therefore
very committed to a mutual insurance agreement. Each additional unit of saving diminishes the
risk of falling into poverty under autarky and thus the degree of commitment to the agreement;
therefore, in the context of an informal insurance agreement, saving by the poor carries large social
costs.
This result implies that the consumption stream prescribed by the constrained efficient insurance
agreement under limited commitment will be 'front-loaded' for the poor; they will receive higher
levels of consumption in the earlier periods. Therefore, the gap in consumption and assets between
the rich and the poor will tend to increase over time.
In many environments, it may not be possible to monitor the savings decisions by agents. For
such environments, it is possible to approximate the constrained efficient agreement if and only if
individual preferences are close to constant absolute risk aversion. Equivalently, there can be large
gains to developing a mechanism to monitor saving decisions if risk aversion changes rapidly with
wealth.
2.7 Appendix
Proof. of Lemma 2.1: We are given
1 (s) - T (s) = z (  I, T(S) -- ri t t=2)
Therefore, by definition of I (zi, {T}), we must have
U (, {T - Uý (z ) 0iuwe obsthainDt= 1
Differentiating throughout with respect to z' , we obtain
dzi ( 7
{ii (ht) }
t=)}
t7Jt (ht) I
(ht) I -j (z ,) 0
+ (zi, (ht) 
TU
+ -ri azi zt=2
ov• (zi, ()~,= z
aUi
O (z1,0) 0=
{4jt (ht)}IT)
Lemma 2.2 : Let I (w, {r,}) be defined as in Section x and suppose {-r.} is a 'patent increase in
risk' as defined in Kimball (1993). Then I (w, {}, ) is decreasing/constant/increasing in w if and
only if the associated Bernoulli utility function u (.) exhibits decreasing/constant/increasing risk
averszon.
Proof. Let 0 (w, {T8 }) be the insurance premium at wealth level w for contingent transfers
{Ts}, associated with the Bernoulli utility function u (.); i.e.
Eu(w + y, + - 0 (w, {Ir})) - Eu (w + y) (2.23)
Let k' and k" be the solutions to the maximisation problem in (2.24) and (2.25) respectively:
U (z. {r%}) = maxu(z- I (z, {r}) - k) + fEu(k + y + -r) (2.24)
k
U(z,.) = maxu(z-k)+,BEu(k+y+ T,) (2.25)
k
8Uq z
-- q z',az i  zouz (.Ozi zK
Taking the derivative w.r.t. w throughout the identity in (2.23), we obtain
Eu' (w + y, + rs - 0 (w, {r8s})) [1 - Ow] -- Eu' (w + ys)
where 0,, = d. If u (.) exhibits decreasing absolute risk
in risk' then, by definition, w <0. Thenin risk' t e , by definition, Ow  0. hen
aversion, and {--Trs} is a 'patent increase
Eu' (w + y, + -rý, - 9 (w, {rs})) < Eu' (w + ys)
This implies that k/ < k" - 0 (k', {T s}). We can show this
then, we have
by contradiction: If ki > k"-0 (k', {rs}),
Eu' (k' + y, + -r) < Eu' (k" + y,)
Therefore, using the Euler conditions, we have
u' (z - k'- I (z, {Ts })) < u' (z - k")
(2.26)
Also, by definition of 0 (.), we have
Eu (k' + y + -r,) > Eu (k" + y,) (2.27)
Then, from (2.26) and (??), we obtain
u (z- k' - I (z, {rs})) + 3Eu (k' + y, + rs) > u (z - k") + f3Eu (k" + ys)
= U(z - I (z, {J,}), { r,}) > U(z, ¢) (2.28)
which contradicts the definition of I (.). Thus we have established that ki < k" - 0 (k', {Trs}); con-
sequently, Eu (k' + Ys + rs) < Eu (k" + ys), which implies that u (z - k' - I (z, {Tf})) > u (z - k")
and u' (z - k' - r (z, {7-r,})) < u' (z - k"). Taking the derivative w.r.t. z throughout (2.28), we
obtain
dU dl 1 dU(z 
-I(z,'{rD}),1{-.}) 1- 
-
-= (z,dz I dz dz
Then, using the related Envelope conditions, we obtain
u' (z - k'- I(z, -{,})) 1 - - u/ (z - k")
I dZ
As we have established that u' (z - k' - I (z, {rs})) < u' (z - k"), we must have < 0. Usingdz
--* u (z -k' - I(z, {Ir})) > u (z -k")
similar arguments, we can show that d •= 0 if u (.) exhibits constant absolute risk aversion and
dlzdz > 0 if u (.) exhibits increasing absolute risk aversion. n
Proof. of Proposition 2.3: If the participation constraint of person i is slack in all states in
period 2, then, in equation el, 09r = 0 for each r E S. Therefore, pu' (cs) = 3Eui' (,sr s). If
person i has decreasing absolute risk aversion, then, by Lemma 2.2, 2 (ki,  + yr, Tjt=3 < 0.
Then, if 0r. > 0 for some r E S, then according to equation el, pui' (,,) > Eui (c2,sr s). With
.C if
similar reasoning, if person i has increasing absolute risk aversion, then pui' (c, 8) < Eui' (c4,sr•s),
and if person i has constant absolute risk aversion, then pu1i' (c,) = MEu i' (c ,sr Is).
Corollary 2.1 to Proposition 2.3:Let k' be the level of savings that is individually optimal for
person i after state s is realised in the first period, given initial assets k" and contingent transfers
{T }; i.e. solves
maxu i (ki + y' - - k) + 3EUi (k + y, {7 T})
k
If person i exhibits decreasing absolute risk-aversion and his participation constraint binds for some
history in period 2, then ki < k.
Proof. of Collorary to Proposition 2.3: k' is given by the first-order condition to the maximi-
sation problem (2.5):
pu (z - = 3E i + Y{ )
whereas k0, person i's level of saving in state s, period 1, prescribed in the agreement is given by
the following 'modified Euler equation' derived in section
x: p (z' -k') =kk +y, J}=2 r Z r gik +y.,{7 }=2  (2.29)
_ r srr
If person i exhibits decreasing absolute risk-aversion, then i• +Y, {3 t=2 < 0. Furthermore,
< 0. Therefore, the last term on the right-hand side of (2.29) is negative. Because ui (.) is
concave and U' (.) is concave in its first term, we must have k/ < k. *
Proof. of Proposition 2.1: Given an allocation A, if it is obtained in a subgame perfect
equilibrium, the conditions in (2.1) must be satisfied. If it is not satisfied in some period t, after
history ht for person i, then person i would obtain a higher utility by deviating to an autarkic
strategy for the continuation game, which contradicts the definition of subgame perfection.
Conversely, if an allocation A satisfies the conditions in (2.1), then we can construct a strategy
profile as follows. Each individual, after each possible history choooses transfers and savings as
specified in the allocation, if all previous actions in the game correspond to the allocation (the
cooperation phase); after any deviation, each individual adopt autarkic strategies for the continu-
ation game (the punishment phase). Then, the conditions in (2.1) ensure that, in the cooperation
phase, a deviation in phase (ii) of the stage game (the transfers stage) cannot improve welfare. It
follows that a deviation in phase (iii) of the stage game (the consumption/saving stage) also cannot
improve welfare because an individual can do no better by deviating in phase (iii) than in phase
(ii), as
U (k1 (ht-1) + -r- (ht) + y >)  U' (k- (ht-1) + Tt2 (ht) - - (ht) + yt)
Furthermore, in the punishment phase, a deviation cannot improve welfare because the autarkic
strategies are subgame perfect. Therefore, the outlined strategy profile is also subgame perfect. n
Proof. of Proposition (2.2): Given an allocation A, if it is obtained in a subgame perfect
equilibrium with 'asset-blind' strategies, then, by Proposition (2.1), the conditions in (2.2) must
be satisfied. For 'asset-blind' strategies, a deviation in savings by an individual after some history
should not affect the continuation strategies of the other individuals. Therefore, if the conditions
in (2.3) are not satisfied for some individual after some history, he can improve his expected utility
by choosing a different level of saving at that node. Therefore, the conditions in (2.3) are necessary
for an allocation to be obtained in a subgame perfect equilibrium using asset-blind strategies.
Conversely, suppose A satisfies conditions (2.2) and (2.18). We construct an 'asset-blind' strat-
egy profile as follows. Each individual, after each possible history choooses transfers and savings as
specified in the allocation, if all previous actions in the game correspond to the allocation (the coop-
eration phase); after any deviation involving transfers of the stage game, each individual adopts the
autarkic strategy for the continuation game (the punishment phase). Note that this strategy profile
does not prescribe any punishment after any deviation involving savings. Then, (2.2) ensures that
it is not possible for any individual i to improve utility through a single-deviation involving trans-
fers. In addition, (2.18) ensures that it is not possible to improve utility through a single-deviation
involving savings after any history. Then using the single-deviation principle, we assert that for
the given strategy profile, no deviation by any individual can be welfare-improving. Therefore, the
allocation A can be obtained in a subgame perfect equilibrium using 'asset-blind' strategies. *
Proof. of Proposition 2.4: For a constrained efficient allocation, any continuation agreement
beginning in period 2 satisfies the 'Euler' equation for both individuals, as shown in section x, and
satisfies the participation constraints by assumption. Therefore, the conditions in Proposition 2.2,
for agreements on transfers that can be supported in a subgame perfect equilibrium, are satisfied.
Furthermore, for constant absolute risk aversion, the consumption stream in a constrained efficient
allocation also satisfies the Euler equation in period 1. Thus we obtain the result that for constant
absolute risk averson utility, a constrained efficient allocation can be obtained using asset-blind
strategies, and consequently in an agreement on transfers. However, for increasing or decreasing
absolute risk aversion, the Euler equation is not satisfied and therefore, by Proposition 2.2, the
allocation cannot be obtained using an agreement on transfers only. U
Derivation of Equation 2.22 in Section 2.5.4
Equivalent to intertemporal conditions in (??) for period lin the three-period game, we can
write the conditions in period T - 2 in the T - period game as follows:
(c 2) = EUBI (c ) SOU B Br T- 1 r B 1Z B ( k y })
Substituting for uB' (cB 2) with d 2 k B + ys, k_ , {T Tt t=T-2) and for uB' (cB_I) with
+ y?, r I we obtaint=T-1 
7
{ t=T-2)
SE U 1dkBEd,s ( _k + yB ,
r 0 OTB- 1 kZB
{ y-T(
TtJJ=T1
B+ Y1 ' , { })(2.30)
Note that, by definition,
{T =) maxu(z - pk) + EU _1 (kt=T-1 k
+ B T
+ ys , ri t t=T-1)
Using the Envelope condition and the first-order condition to this maximisation problem, we obtain
dUB 2  T
dz t=T-1/
dU"
= OE dkB
dkT-1,s (k-,s +yB, { t =T-1)
Thus, substituting in (2.30) using (2.31) and rearranging, we obtain
+ yB k,-_1, T I=T-2
-oB aUT1 0,s B BT-1,saOrB 9kB (kB
B u-10IB
dUB_ I
dkB
T -1,.-;
P dkB k + y, kB+ ,s T-l,s
UT-2 z2
(2.31)
dkB ( kB _ dUT 2dkB k + y , t{ T_ )
8 1 HT 1)
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Chapter 3
Gender and Household Production
3.1 Introduction
Recent empirical research on the household have cast serious doubts about the assumption of Pareto
efficiency in the allocation of resources within households'. These findings pose a challenge to the
existing theories of the household; as Pareto efficiency underlies the models of the household that
have so far received the most attention in the literature: the unitary, cooperative bargaining and
collective models 2. Consequently, the theoretical discussion has recently turned its attention to
possible constraints that can prevent an efficient outcome within the household; such as lack of
commitment and informational asymmetries 3. To date, however, there is little evidence as to the
relative importance of each of these in determining household outcomes.
In addition, the empirical literature has shown that gender is an important determinant in the
allocation of resources within the household, in that the initial distribution of resources between men
and women affect household outcomes, and inequality within the household tend to be correlated
with gender4 .
In the theoretical literature why gender matters remains an open question. Theories of intra-
household allocation treat the household as a collection of agents, with possibly conflicting prefer-
ences, but makes no distinction between the genders.
In this paper, we provide some evidence on the allocation of productive resources within the
household that may help to shed some light on these two issues, central to the discussion of intra-
1For example, Duflo and Udry (2004), Dubois and Ligon (2002) and Dercon and Krishnan (2000) show that risk-
sharing within the household is not Pareto efficient for rural households in C6te d'Ivoire, the Philippines and Ethiopia
respectively. Udry (1996) shows, for agricultural households in Burkina Faso, that the allocation of productive
resources within the household is inefficient.
2See Becker (1980) for the unitary model; Manser and Brown (1980) and McElroy and Homrney (1981) for the
cooperative bargaining model; and Chiappori (1988, 1992) for the collective bargaining model. Bergstrom (1997)
provides an extensive survey of the theoretical literature on the household.
: Ligon (2003) develops a model of dynamic bargaining within the household, characterised by limited commitment.
'See, for example, Thomas (1990) and (1993), Lundberg, Pollak and Wales (1997), and Duflo (2000).
household allocation. We replicate the test of efficiency in household production implemented by
Udry (1996) using a sample of agricultural households in Burkina Faso, in 8 villages around the
country, surveyed during the years 1993 and 1994. As in Udry's analysis with the households
surveyed by ICRISAT in Burkina Faso ten years earlier, we find strong evidence of inefficiency
within the household: some farm plots achieve significantly higher yields than others within the
same household, after controlling physical characteristics of the plot and the crops planted.
However, we show that the higher yields are achieved on plots owned by the household head,
who is almost invariably male; the yields achieved by other adult men within the same household
do not differ significantly from those achieved by women in the household.
While these results are consistent with the findings in Udry (1996), they help to shed further
light on the question why gender matters. Within the household, the head occupies a unique
position. Traditional institutions bestow upon him certain types of authority over - as well as
responsibilities towards - other members of the household. These institutions may enable him to
overcome problems of commitment and moral hazard within the household more effectively than
other household members. We present a simple model of the household to explain our results.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the theoretical frame-
work which provides a test of pareto efficiency in household production. A brief description of the
household survey is given in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 discusses our empirical findings and section
3.5 discusses possible explanations of the results. Section 3.6 formally presents the most plausible
of these explanations and section 3.7 concludes.
3.2 Theoretical Framework
In this section, we introduce a model of an agricultural household and a test of pareto efficiency in
household production based on Udry (1996).
Suppose the household consists of N individuals, indexed j = 1..N. There are k different
private goods and consumption of these by inidividual j is denoted by the vector xJ. There is also
a household public good, denoted by z. Individual j's preferences over consumption are given by
the utility function Uj (xi, x - j , z), increasing in xi and z; we allow for the possibility that Uj (.)
is increasing in x-J to represent altruism in the household.
The household owns a number of farm plots on which it can on which it can engage in the
production of any of the k private goods. Let pk = {i : plot i is planted to crop k}. Then the total
production of good k by the household is given by
yk= Z Gk (Ný, NL, A')
iEPk
where Gk (.) is the production function of good k, Ný and NL denote the total use of female and
male labour on plot i respectively, and A' is the area of plot i.
Udry (1996) shows that, in this setting, pareto efficiency requires that outputs are equal on plots
which have the same characteristics and are planted with the same crop: i.e. Gk (Np, Nj, A i ) =
Gk (N4, NV, Aj) if A' = AJ. Then, adjusting the notation to allow for multiple households and
time periods, the following specification enables us to test for efficiency in household production:
Qhtci = Xhci,3 + *yGhtci + Ahtc + Ehtci (3.1)
where Qhtci is the log of yield on plot i in year t, planted to crop c and belonging to household h;
Xhci is a vecor of physical characteristics of plot i; Ahtc is a household-year-crop fixed effect; and
Shtci are characteristics of the individual in household h who controls plot i in year t. Udry (1996)
shows that if productive resources are allocated efficiently within the household, then Shtci = 0; i.e.
yield on a plot should not depend on the characteristics of the individual who controls it.
3.3 Description of the Household Survey
The household survey was conducted by the University of Laval, Quebec and the University of
Ouagadougou in Burkina Faso. It was carried out in 4 provinces in different parts of Burkina
Faso: the Namentenga province in the Central Plateau, the Soum province in the North, the Kossi
province in the West and the Nahouri province in the Southeast. In each province, two villages
were chosen, one to represent the wealthier villages and the other to present the poorer ones in
that region. A sample of 35 households were randomly selected in each village except in the North
where 40 households were chosen in anticipation of a higher dropout rate due to out-migration.
Agriculture is the primary source of livelihood in all the villages, but livestock is relatively more
important in the North, the region where population pressures and soil degradation have been
most acute. Unfortunately, cotton, the most important agricultural export of Burkina Faso is not
farmed extensively in any of the sample villages; therefore it is not possible to study the effects of
the devaluation on cotton producers using this survey.
The survey was conducted during the 1993 and 1994 agricultural seasons and covered farm
characteristics, production technologies, agricultural inputs and outputs, market activities, house-
hold expenditures and consumption. Information relating to each farm plot was obtained from
the individual in the household who had responsibility for it during that season, while information
regardaring the 'common' plots were obtained from the head of the household. Information about
expenditures, sales, livestock holding and transfers were also gathered at the individual level; while
information about housing and farming equipment were gathered at the household level, with the
head of the household usually providing most of the information.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Yield on Agricultural Plots
The estimated coefficients for equation (2.5) are shown in column 1 of Table 2. The estimated
coefficient for the household head dummy is large and significantly different from zero. Therefore,
we are able to reject the hypothesis of pareto efficiency in household production. However, the
coefficient for the 'junior' male dummy variable (which takes a value of 1 if the plot owner is an
adult male who does not head the household and zero otherwise) is close to zero; therefore, for
plots owned by same household, have similar characteristics and are planted to the same crops
in the same year, there are no significant differences in yields between those controlled by women
and those controlled by 'junior' men. However, yields on plots controlled by the household head
are significantly higher than those on other plots within the household. Therefore, the results
strongly suggest that the source of inefficiency in the allocation of production resources within the
household is not gender per se, but factors associated with household headship; or more generally,
status within the household.
3.4.2 Labour Allocation
To examine the extent to which the differences in plot yields are driven by variations in the allocation
of labour across farm plots owned by the household, we estimate the following equation:
Lhtci = Xhci + yGhtci + Ahtc + chtci (3.2)
where Ltci is labour of type f per hectare on plot i owned by household h, planted to crop c in
year t. Labour type can by family adult male, adult female, child, and hired labour.
The estimated coefficients for equation (3.2) are shown in Table 3. The results show that plots
controlled by the household head use all types of family labour - adult male, adult female, and child
labour - more intensively than other plots owned by the same household, with similar characteristics
and planted to the same crop in the same year. While plots controlled by 'junior' men use male
family labour more intensively than those controlled by women, the opposite is true for 'female'
family labour, by about the same order of magnitude. There are no significant differences in the
use of child labour between the 'junior' men and the women. Therefore, the pattern of labour
allocation across agricultural plots within the household correspond closely with the variation in
plot yields.
3.4.3 Unobserved Plot Characteristics
It is possible that the information on plot characteristics obtained through the household survey
do not adequately capture differences in land quality across farm plots. Returns to labour may
be higher on better quality land. If the farm plots controlled by the household head are of better
quality than those controlled by the other household members, this may explain why these plots
would be cultivated more intensively and achieve higher yields. While it is not possible to rule out
this possibility, one can note that the variation in labour allocation across plots can explain all
of the variation in plot yields if a doubling of labour intensity leads to a fifty percent increase in
yields. In this case, unobserved variations in land quality cannot justify the observed variations in
labour intensity across farm plots owned by the same household.
3.4.4 Devaluation of the CFA Franc
In January 1994, the 14 countries of the 'Franc zone' in West and Central Africa, pressured by
the IMF, agreed to devalue their common currency, the CFA franc by fifty-percent against the
French franc. Although such a devaluation had been debated for a number of years, its timing
was unexpected for the population. It was widely suggested in the press that its immediate cause
was the death in December 1993 of Houphouit-Boigny, the former president of C6te d'Ivoire, who
strongly opposed the devaluation and had close relations with the French Government.
It was anticipated that while the devaluation would lead to a sharp increase in the prices of
imported goods, it would provide a boost to the agricultural sector in the CFA zone; by making
the local produce more competitive in both regional and export markets. Savadogo and Kazianga
(1999) find that urban dwellers in Burkina Faso, especially low-income households lowered their
consumption of imported rice and wheat in favour of locally grown cereals following the devaluation.
The CEDRES/Laval survey in Burkina Faso was conducted during the years immediately before
and after the devaluation. As such, the timing of the survey is ideal to study the immediate response
of household production and consumption to the devaluation. However, such analysis is hindered
by the fact that the survey did not collect any information about prices. In addition, the absence
of information about consumption of own produce makes it difficult to assess whether agricultural
households experienced the devaluation as an income shock or an economic opportunity.
Here, we provide a limited analysis of the devaluation by asking whether the variation in labour
intensity and yields across agricultural plots within the household were driven or affected by the de-
valuation. Specifically, in the plot yield and labour intensity regressions, we interact the 'household
head' and 'junior male' variables with a post-devaluation dummy, and replace the household-crop-
year fixed effects with household-crop fixed effects and a year dummy. The estimates of the plot
yield equation with these interactions, as well as controls for variations in rainfall, are shown in
column 4 of Table 2. While yields increase on all plots following the devaluation, the difference
in yields across different types of plot owners noted earlier are present in both 1993 and 1994, i.e.
both before and after the devaluation.
The estimates of the labour intensity equation with the plot-owner - year interactions are shown
in Table 4. The results indicate that while the variation in labour intensity across farm plots noted
in the last section were present during 1993, they increased following the devaluation. Plots owned
by the household head used adult male and female family labour more intensively following the
devaluation. For female-owned plots, the increase was limited to female family labour, whereas for
other male-owned plots, the increase was limited to male family labour. This last group actually
sees a significant decrease in female family labour.
The large increase in labour intensity, and the corresponding increase in yields, on farm plots
following the devaluation could have happened because the devaluation presented an economic
opportunity or because it impoverished agricultural households. However, Azam and Wane (2001)
calculate, using household surveys in C6te d'Ivoire and Mali, that the CFA franc devaluation led
to a deepening of poverty in all sections of the population in these countries.
3.5 Possible Explanations
The near absence of land and labour markets in Africa has been frequently noted in the anthro-
pological literature. The literature has pointed to the weakness of property rights in Africa as
the reason why land is rarely rented out. And the predominance of family labour in agricultural
production has been attributed to the fact that farm plots are usually small and widely dispersed,
making it costly to monitor the labour activity of a hired agent.
Udry (1996) argues that the factors that prevent the efficient allocation of productive resources
across households should also act as significant constraints within the household. The literature
records little evidence of land being leased out to another household member; and although mem-
bers of a household frequently do work on each other's farm plots, they rarely receive an explicit
compensation for such work. The presence of moral hazard wthin the household, and the inability
to commit to a wage would prevent the efficient allocation of labour across farm plots within the
household.
However, the ties that bind together members of a household, such as their emotional attach-
ments to each other and the presence of public goods, play an important role in overcoming the
constraints imposed by moral hazard and lack of commitment.
The empirical evidence in this paper suggests how the household is able to overcome these
problems, albeit in a limited manner. The evidence shows that the household head is able to call
upon other members of the household to work on his land much more successfully than they are
able to call upon each other. Plots which are controlled by the head of the household use both male
and female family labour more intensively than plots which are controlled by women or other men
within the same household. Therefore, it appears that an individual has much stronger incentives
to work on a plot owned by the household head than on a plot belonging to another member of the
household. We consider possible reasons why this may be true.
The household head acquires authority, as well as responsibilities within the household on the
basis of traditional social institutions. Duflo and Udry (2004) discusses a social norm in West
Africa which places certain cash crops, such as rice and yams under the control of the household
head; but also requires him to use the revenue from these crops to provide household public goods.
Furthermore, they find, using a survey of households in CMte d'Ivoire, that expenditures within
the household on items such as children's education are more responsive to shocks to income from
yams than other crops.
In Burkina Faso, a similar social norm places certain 'common' plots under the control of the
household head; who is expected to use the income from these plots to provide for his household.
Such a social norm would ensure that an individual receive some return for labour on a 'common'
plot in the form of increased expenditures on public goods. The social norm would ameliorate the
problem of moral hazard, as well as the inability to commit to provide compensation for farm-work.
Consequently, higher yields would be achieved on 'common' plots than on plots privately owned
within the household.
Our findings also have close similarities to an analysis of agricultural production in rural Ghana
by Goldstein and Udry (2005). Goldstein and Udry find that, female farmers achieve lower profits
than their male counterparts within the same household and in the same year, after controlling for
plot characteristics and crops planted. They find that all of this difference can be attributed to the
length of time that a parcel of land is left fallow between production cycles. Fallowing improves
soil fertility but individuals with little political power in the community risk losing rights over their
land if it is left fallow for extended periods. Thus the gender difference in productivity is traced to
differences in political power in the community, which is correlated with gender. This explanation
is also consistent. with our findings that the household head, who is likely to have greater say
in the community, achieves higher yields than women and other men in the same household. In
the absence of information on land fallowing in the CEDRES/Laval survey, it is not possible to
ascertain to what extent this factor is responsible for observed differences in yields.
An alternate model that can account for the cross-sectional variation in labour intensity across
plots is one where members of the household have a social obligation to provide labour on plots
owned by the head of the household (equivalently, it is socially acceptable for the household head
to punish those who do not comply with his wishes) but no such obligation exists for sharing the
output from their own plots. Then we would obtain the result that the household head's plots are
farmed more intensively than other plots owned by the household. Such obligations would also
explain why women provide some labour on farm plots owned by men in the family other than the
household head, and vice versa.
However, it is more difficult to explain the change in labour intensity following the devaluation
within this framework. According to the evidence presented in the previous section, plots across all
types of owners are farmed more intensively during the year after the devaluation. In particular,
family members work longer on plots owned by the household head. However, there is no compelling
reason to believe that obligations regarding the contibution of labour on a farm plot owned by a
family member should increase following the devalution. Indeed, the contribution of family labour
on plots owned by family members other than the household head remains unchanged or, in the
case of female labour on plots owned by 'junior' men, actually declines.
On the other hand, the increase in labour intensity on the household head's plots following the
devaluation is consistent with the view that the cross-sectional variation arise from the presence of
household public goods and social norms relating to the use of output from common plots: if the
devaluation causes an adverse income shock or leads to an increase in the marginal product of farm
labour compared to nonfarm labour, it would correspondingly lead household members to put in
more labour on the 'common' plots at the expense of leisure or nonfarm activities.
3.6 An Alternate Equilibrium
In this section we consider the non-cooperative equilibrium for the model introduced in Section 3.2
to explain our empirical findings. We assume that each farm plot is owned by a specific individual
within the household and that, because of lack of commitment, the members of the household
cannot have a cooperative agreement that would enable them to implement the pareto efficient
outcome in household production. However, traditional insitutions require the household head to
spend all the income from a 'common' plot, that is under his control, on household public goods,
failing which he is subject to social sanctions of some sort.
To simplify the notation and the analysis, we assume here that there is one private good only.
The price of the private good is p and the price of the public good is normalised to 1. Each
household member owns one farm plot on which the private good may be produced. Each plot is
identical and the production function is given by G (NF, NM).
There are two stages in the game. At the first stage, individuals decide how to allocate labour
across the farm plots. At the second stage, they choose how to divide expenditures between the
private good and the public good. Then, in the non-cooperative equilibrium, we obtain
I aUi (x , z ) > U (xi , z)
p 8xi - Oz
for each j, and the condition is satisfied with equality if the individual's own expenditure on the
public good is greater than zero. In the absence of any social sanctions, the household head uses
the income from his farm plots for his private expenditures; and each household member allocates
all of his available labour to his own plot. Thus, the allocation of productive resources within
the household is autarkic. However, if the household head is required to use the income from
the common plots for expenditures on the household public good, then each individual's labour
allocation satisfies the following condition:
1 Ui (xi, z) OI (Ni , O) OUJ (xJ ,z)OI (NJ,N - j )
p Oxi ON Oz oNJ
for each j, and the condition is satisfied with equality if Nj > 0. The private plots receive only
the plot owner's labour for an individual receives no benefit from labour on the the private plot of
another member of the household.
However, the common plot receives labour from all household members who sufficiently value the
household public good. In particular, we can show that, given zi- j , public goods expenditures by all
individuals other than j in the non-cooperative equilibrium, if 1 9U (I(NpO (I(NO),z)
then N j > 0. That is, any individual j who does not spend all his resources on private consumption
will choose to contribute a positive amount of labour to the common plot.
3.7 Conclusion
In this paper we presented results which indicate that, for agricultural households in Burkina Faso,
farm plots controlled by the head of the household are farmed more intenstively and achieve higher
yields than other plots owned by the household with similar characteristics and planted to the same
crop. These findings can help to illuminate the discussion on intra-household allocation along two
dimensions.
First, the recent empirical literature has provided convincing evidence of instances where the
allocation of resources within the household is not Pareto efficient. These findings have highlighted
the importance of identifying constraints that can prevent the household from reaching the Pareto
frontier. Constraints that have been discussed in this regard include informational asymmetries
and lack of commitment within the household. The empirical findings in this paper suggest that
members of a household have much stronger incentives to work on a plot belonging to the head
of the household than they have to work on some other household plot other than their own. In
other words, lack of commitment and informational asymmetries are less of a problem in relations
involving the household head.
Second, empirical studies of households in developing countries have repeatedly found that
the allocation of resources within the household is correlated with gender. By contrast, theories
of intra-household allocation, for the most part, have remained gender-blind. The household is
treated as a collection of agents with distinct preferences, but with no a priori difference between
a man and a woman.
In this paper we suggest that some of the gender-related patterns observed in the empirical
investigation of households may be explained by the fact that the head of the household, who is
bestowed with authority over as well as responsibilities towards the other members of the household
by existing social norms, is in most instances male. We suggest that gender-related patterns in the
allocation of resources within the household can be explained without resorting to any assumption
of innate differences in preferences or power between men and women; but rather by differences in
their positions created by social norms. The key piece of evidence we provide for this argument
is that, for agricultural households in Burkina Faso, yields on plots owned by men who are not
household heads are similar to those achieved on plots owned by women in the same household
(controlling for plot characteristics and the crops planted), while yields achieved by male household
heads are significantly higher.
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Table 2: Distribution of Prin ary Crops Across Pblots by Type of Owner
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0 Lther 8.8 4.1 8.6
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